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A LIFT LOCK FOR THE ERIE CANAL at Cohoes, N. 

Y., may be built by a private company. At the last ses¬ 

sion of the New York state legislature a bill was passed 

hy which the Canal Board is authorized to permit the 

construction of a canal, with the necessary locks and ap¬ 

purtenances, near Cohoes, N. Y., and by which It Is pro¬ 

vided that: 

Such canal, locks and appurtenances shall be of dimen¬ 
sions and according to plans and specifications approved 
by the state engineer and surveyor, who shall supervise 
its construction. The connections of such canal with the 
existing canals shall be so constructed as not to Inter¬ 
fere with the operation of the existing canal system. 
The canal board may, at Its option, lease the canal and 
locks so constructed, and contract for their operation 
during seasons of navigation, conditioned upon the 
successful operation of the same, at an annual 
rental which shall be fixed by the canal board 
and which shall not In any event exceed 5% 
on the actual cost of the construction of the said 
new canal, locks and appurtenances, together with the 
sum now annually expended in maintaining and operating 
the present Erie canal from lock three to lock eighteen. 
Inclusive, known as “the slxteens.” or such part of the 
present state canals as the new canal, locks and appurte¬ 
nances herein provided for, shall replace and be a substi¬ 
tute for, for purposes of navigation and commerce. The 
state may at Its option at any time acquire such canal, 
locks and appurtenances by purchase. If able to agree 
with the owners thereof, and otherwise by condemnation. 
After the canal herein provided for shall have been com¬ 
pleted and put In successful operation, and leased or ac¬ 
quired by the state. It is hereby declared to be. for all 
public purposes, a part of the Erie canal; and the canal 
board Is hereby empowered thereupon to discontinue the 
operation and maintenance of the present Erie canal be¬ 
tween Its junctions with the Champlain canal and the 
proposed new canal. 

It Is unofficially reported that capitalists Interested In 

the pneumatic lock system of Chauncey N. Dutton are 

ready to undertake the work provided for In the bill. 

The total lift to be overcome Is about 140 ft., and It Is 

probable that It will bo divided between two locks. 

-♦- 
A NEW CAPE COD CANAL SCHEME Is projected by 

the Massachusetts Ship Canal Co., which has been favor¬ 

ably reported upon by the Committee on Harbors and 

Public T..ands, of the Massachusetts Legislature. The com¬ 

pany Is given until Dec. 1. 1900, to secure subscriptions 

for LVlO.ono of Its capital and to pay $100,000 to the state, 

otherwise the charter Is void. TTie Incorporators of the 

company are Henry W. Armstrong, R. O. F. Candage, 

W. F. Humphrey, Nathan Appleton, Robert Rantoul, B. 

F. Peach, Jr, E. B. Hayes, W. L. Ramsdell, W. B. Bur¬ 

gess. W. F. Baker, J. C. Wyman, H. N. Berry, J. T. 

Wilson, C. A. Campbell, C. P. Mudge, S. W. Eldredge, A. 

W. Hurd and B. J. Berry. The capital is $7,500,000, and 

the canal must be completed within five years, under pen¬ 

alty of losing the charter. A deposit for land damages 

is not required, and the bill Is generally a liberal one. 

The route of the canal is from the mouth of Bass River, 

on Nantucket Sound, through the towns of Dennis and 

Yarmouth to a point on Massachusetts Bay, or Cape 

Cod Bay, generally following the Bass River. The canal 

Is to be 75 ft. wide at bottom, 200 ft. wide at top, or 150 

ft. wide If It has vertical walls, and It is to be not less 

than 23 ft. deep at low water. The company will have 

the right to build all necessary docks, etc., and to operate 

tugs to assist vessels through the canal. The same com¬ 

pany was Incorporated In 1896, but did no work; and the 

Knston “Transcript” Is uncertain whether the route Is 

preferable to the Buzzard's Bay route, or practicable at 

all. Since 1870, seven Cape Cod canal companies have 

been incorporated with no results. In another bill which 

was repoyti^ to Rto Mas$»cbus«tto legUtotor* on IMy 4, 

Alexander Dow and Walter Clifford, of New Bedford; Do 

Witt C. Flanagan, of New York, and others, ask permission 

to build and operate a ship canal beginning at Buzzards 

Bay, running through the towns of Bourne and Sandwich, 

and ending in Barnstable Bay. The capital stock Is $0.- 

000,000, and the canal is to bo 25 ft. deep at mean high 

water, and not less than 100 ft. wide on the bottom and 

200 ft. at the surface. The bill Is supposed to provide for 

a forfeit of $25,000 each to the towns of Bourne and 

Sandwich If the canal is not located within three months 

of granting the charter, and a deposit of $200,000 Is to 

be made with the state as an evidence of good faith and 

to cover land damages. The canal will have to bo com¬ 

pleted in five years, ready for use. 

THE SAULT STE. MARIE WATER-POWER CANAL, 

now under construction, has been causing some apprehen¬ 

sion among vessel owners as to Its possible effect upon 

lake levels. It was feared that the great canal would 

draw off so much water from Lake Superior that the 

depth of water in the harbors would be insufficient for 

large vessels. Mr. Alfred Noble, M. Am. Soc. C. E.. was 

retained some time ago to examine Into the conditions 

existing and likely to exist, and he came to the following 

conclusions, as reported In the Chicago press: 

1. The withdrawal of 30,000 cu. ft. of water a second— 
this being the amount required for the contemplated de¬ 
velopment—would lower Lake Superior's level probably 
2 ft. In the course of years. 

2. That a reduction of the Soo rapids section for an 
area equal to that which now passes 30,000 cu. ft. of 
water a second, by an ordinary dike constructed from 
either shore, would prevent the lowering of the low level, 
but would raise the high level to an extent resulting In 
damage to existing dock and shore improvements. 

3. That the construction of a submerged weir about r>.';0 
ft. long would not only accomplish the reduction of the 
present overflow area In an amount equal to the volume 
to be withdrawn, but would also leave a sufficient section 
for the safe outflow for the higher stages of Lake Su¬ 
perior level. Such a structure, within a limit of about 4 
ins., would regulate the level of the lake as between the 
ranges of extreme low and high water. 

The proposed canal is to develop about 140,000 IIP. The 

submerged weir recommended by Mr. Noble Is Included 

In the final plans, and these plans have been approved by 

the U. S. Engineers. Preliminary work on the canal was 

commenced last summer, and it is expected that about 

2,.’>00 men will be employed this season, on day and 

night shifts. This canal was described and illustrated in 

our issue of Aug. 4, 1898. 

WATER POWER on the Chicago Drainage Canal Is to 

be developed by the Economy Light A Power Co., of 

Joliet, HI., according to report. There will be .TO tur¬ 

bines, 08 Ins. diameter, arranged In groups of five, each 
group driving a dynamo of 1,000 HP. The turbines will 

work under a head of 14 ft., which Is the fall from the 

canal tail-race to the Desplalnes River. Another project. 

In which Mr. Maurice T. Moloney, Mayor of Ottawa. Ill., 

Is Interested, is to build a steel and concrete dam across 

the Illinois River at Ottawa, giving a 16-ft. head of water, 

and developing about 10,000 HP. 

THE MOST SERIOUS RAILWAY ACCIDENT of the 

week occurred on the Great Northern Ry., near Saunders, 

Wis., on May 8. Press reports state that while a heavy 

ore train, consisting of 40 ore cars and several box cars, 

was crossing a 1,200-ft. timber trestle, the structure 

failed, owing to water undermining the foundations of 

some of the piers, and the entire train fell to the ground 

100 ft. below. The engineer was killed and the fireman 

mortally Injured. 

A HEAVY COAL TRAIN was recently run on the 

Baltimore ft Ohio R. R. from Cumberland to Brunswick, 

Md., a distance of 100 miles. It consisted of 50 Schoen 

steel cars of 50 tons capacity (Eng. News, Jan. 19, 1899), 

each car weighing 34.000 lbs. empty and carrying an 

average load of 98,000 lbs. of coal. Tills train was hauled 

by a consolidation engine, with cylinders 22 x 28 Ins., 

and driving wheels 54 Ins. diameter. The total weight of 

the train was as follows: 
Cars.  1,700,000 lbs. 
Coal.4,900.000 " 
Enirine . 198,700 •• 
Tender . 75,000 “ 
Total .6,843.700 “ 
Per cent, of coal to total. 71.8% 

A FAST RUN WAS MADE on the Terre Haute ft In¬ 

dianapolis R. R., between Indianapolis, Ind., and East St. 

Louis, Ill., on April 21. The distance between these two 

places Is 235.75 miles, and It was covered In 263 mins. 

(4 hrs. 23 mins ), which was at an average speed of 53.76 

miles per hour. Including all stops. There were 14 stops 

altogether, consuming 23 mins., which made the actual 

running time 4 hours, and the average speed, not Includ¬ 

ing time lost In stops, 58.9 miles per hour. The train 

which made the run consisted of one baggage car, one 

combination car, one passenger coach, one sleeping ear 

and one dining car. 

AN ORDER FOR 20 FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES for 

England has been received by the Baldwin Locomotive 

Work*, ot FbUadelpUa. trom tbe Oreg( CestnU Rf., 

the new English trunk line. The Baldwin company Is 

also building 2>) passenger locomotives for the same rail¬ 

way, the order for which was received some time ago. 

THE SAFETY OF THE MANHATTAN ELEVATED 

R. R., which has been questioned In a recent report made 

by a committee of Sanitary Inspectors of the Board of 

Health of New York city. Is asserted in the report of the 

Expert of State Railroad Commission, which has just been 

mads public. This Inspection was commenced March 14 

and completed April 13, during which time every part of 

the structure was examined. In view of the rather alarm¬ 

ing claims made In the Board of Health report (Eng. 

News, May 4) the following excerpt from the report 

of the Railroad Commission's expert Is of Interest: 

No weak or defective foundations were discovered. A 
few castings at foot of columns show cracks at the top. 
but they were not found to extend far, and the fact that 
the lead calking has not been disturbed shows that no 
weakness has resulted therefrom and that the cracks 
were doubtless made previous to or during the erection 
Uoadmaster Black, who saw the erection of the structure, 
states that the cracks were made at that time by the in¬ 
sertion of Iron wedges to plumb the columns. Arrange¬ 
ments are now made for banding those not already banded 
to prevent possibility of the cracks extending. Some of 
the cast-iron fenders at the foot of columns plaoH] In 
the street are broken, but they were placed there only to 
prevent trucks and wagons from striking the columns, 
and have nothing to do with supporting or strengthen¬ 
ing the columns. The columns used are of 
various kinds, but all Indicate abundant strength, 
and no defects affqcting their safety were dis¬ 
covered. The anchorage has proven efficient. Only 
one column was found loose at the foot, and the 
movement of that was less than l-lO-ln. The transverse 
girders on all lines, excepting the suburban, are mainly 
of lattice design and are in good condition, showing no 
indication of excessive deflection or bending, and are 
very free from loose rivets. Some plate, lattice and 
truss transverse girders are used; and all are In good 
condition and of sufficient strength. The suburban line, 
excepting on private ground, where brick piers are useil 
in place of columns, is all plate girder construction, of 
excellent design and great strength. The longitudinal 
girders on all the other lines are mainly of the open- 
webbed type, and are of a great variety of weights and 
depths, to meet local requirements, and an almost con¬ 
stant variation In lengths of span. Nearly all the lighter 
girders of this type have been strengthened by the addi¬ 
tion of another set of diagonals. Two large gangs are 
now at work strengthening the light girders on the Ninth 
Ave. line. These girders I do not calculate weak, nor 
do they show Indications of weakness; the rivets do not 
appear to work loose, nor do the girders deflect under 
loads beyond tbe allowable safe limit. 

To determine the quality of metal and whether any 
deterioration bad taken place during tbe 20 years' service 
to which the Iron In the Ninth Ave. structure has been 
subjected, a diagonal brace at the end of one of the 
lightest girders was removed and tested, showing a very 
high grade of Iron. 

A few lattice girders are used, and quite a proportion 
of plate. Pln-connected deck trusses are used on the 
high portion of the Sixth Ave. line near 110th St. All are 
In good condition and of sufficient strength. At various 
places on the Ninth Ave. line, through Greenwich St., the 
old-style 24-ln. plate girders have been doubled by plac. 
Ing one above the other. The connections of these girders 
are somewhat crude, but they hold their position and 
are abundantly strong. A few expansion bolts were found 
bent, broken or missing, but upon attention being calleil 
to them they were promptly replaced. 

On the Ninth Ave. line, through Greenwich St., the 
most thorough examination was made, on account of the 
soundness and safety of that portion of the road having 
been questioned. Not a loose rivet In main girder mem¬ 
bers was found and but a few In lateral connections. The 
deflection under trains was measured In a great many 
places, and the greatest found was 7-t6-ln. In center of 
a 53-ft. span. 'The lateral movement or sway was also 
measured at top of girders, where It would bo greatest, 
and In no case did tbe total movement exceed 5-16 In. 
(or 5-32-In. each way from the normal position). These 
tests were made on the single-column structure, where 
there was no connection between tbe tracks excepting at 
stations and on curves. 

A DUAL SYSTEM OF 'WATER SUPPLY FOR NEW- 

ark, N. J., Is recommended by Mayor Seymour In his mes¬ 

sage to the new city council. He states that be made a 

similar suggestion twelve years ago, when a member of 

tbe old Aqueduct Board, and.that he Is more firmly con¬ 

vinced than ever of the wls<fom of the plan. He would 

use the Passaic River for fire, sprinkling and manu¬ 

facturing purposes. Introducing the new system at once, 

but on a small scale at the start, with gradual extensions. 

THE JERSEY CITY WATER SUPPLY CO. has been In¬ 

corporated to carry out the contract for a new supply 

for Jersey City recently awarded to Mr. Patrick H. Flynn, 

of 189 Montague St., Brooklyn. The company has an 

authorized capital stork of $1,000,000, and the Incorpora¬ 

tors are Michael J. Kennedy, Fred. C. Cocheu, Nicholas 

K. Connolly, John McCarty and Louis H. Meht, of Brook¬ 

lyn: Henry Belden, 31 Broadway, New York city; and 

Wm. D. Edwards, of Jersey City. It is said that mdst or 

all tbe Brooklyn men named are business associates of 

Mr. Flynn. Both Mr. Belden and Mr. Edwards have 

been connected with water supply matters In Jersey City 

for many years, especially with the Jersey City Water 

Co. Tbe new company has organized by electing Mr. 

Meht as President, Mr. Kennedy, Secretary, and Mr. Bel¬ 

den, Treasurer. 

THE REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF GAS In Now 

York, announced last week, has been met and exceeded 

by tbe New Amsterdam Co., which Is now supplying cus¬ 

tomers at 50 eta. per 1,000 cu. ft., or 15 cts. lower than 

too two cooapaolco tost started toe rate war. 
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FIG. 2—BOX CRANKS FOR SWITCH AND SIGNAL RODS. 
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outs are used: (1) the usual arrangement of re¬ 
ciprocating rods or pipes, operated by bell-cranks 
and supported on roller carriers; (2) rocking 
shafts or tumblers, operated by cranks inside the 
tower and having outside crank arms to which 
the pipe lines axe attached. Fig. 3 is a good view 
of the lead-out arrangement, and a group of ten 
rock shafts may be seen passing through the 
base-board of the tower. Another peculiar feat¬ 
ure of the plant is the use of heavy box cranks 
for changing the direction of groups of pipe lines. 
One of these is seen at the left in Fig. 3, and a 
larger one is shown in Fig. 2. This latter view 
also shows the crossing block signals (at the 
light) and the long guard rail beyond the derail, 
which is Intended to prevent a derailed train from 
wrecking the pipe lines and going down the bank 
On the left is the terminus of the Humboldt Park 
branch of the Metropolitan Elevated Ry. 

The views reproduced from photographs give 
an excellent Idea of the amount of piping used, 
and Fig. 4 shows the form of subway construction 
used for carrying the pipes and wires underneath 
the tracks, so that repairs can be made without 

SEWAGE ANALYSIS AND THE CHEMICAL TREAl 

OF SEWAGE.* 

By Prof. Leonard P. Kinnlcutt.** 

Sewage has been aptly defined as the wate i],. 
ply of a city after it has been used, contalnl h 
refuse of man’s habitations, the street-W i? , 
and the waste products of every branch n 
dustry. In speaking of sewage It Is cust ry 
to divide It into two kinds, domestic and j nu 
facturing sewage: Domestic sewage bein ;h.. 
sewage of a town or city where no, or ver w 
manufacturing processes are carried on. i. ij. 
facturing sewage, the sew'age of a town »■ tv 
whose existence depend.s upon large Indu -s 
The disposal of these waste products so that t- y 
shall not become a nuisance either to th. ity 
where they are produced or to other towr or 
cities, is a problem which has caused more tr iii. 
to chemists and engineers than any othei nr 
question. 

In a few favored localities sewage can b. 
posed of by carrying it into the sea, or ini. ,, 
large water course. This Is, however, except!n d 

FIG. 3.—VIEW OF LEAD-OUT FROM TOWER AT PACIFIC JUNCTION. 

disturbing the tracks. Heavy timbers, 8 x Hi ins., 
and 8 to 10 ft. long, form the foundation for the 
subway, and upon these are laid lines of 9-in. 
I-beams 27% ins. apart, the beams being spiked to 
the timbers. The track ties are laid upon these 
beams and bolted to them, and the pipes r.re laid 
In the spaces between the beams. The subway 
shown in Fig. 4 has 24 pipes and 10 wires. 

All the signal posts are of steel, the larger ones 
being built up, while the smaller ones (carrying a 
single arm each) are of heavy pipe, like trolley 
poles. The large poles, shown in Fig. 5, were 
designed by the signal department of the railway 
company. The post Itself Is composed of four 
comer angle irons, connected by lacing bars, and 
the top carries a deep, stiff bracket frame in 
which are seated two or three pipe poles, on 
which the semaphore blades and spectacles are 
mounted. These posts are of very neat design, 
and are exceptionally stiff. 

Fig. 5, which is a view looking northward, in¬ 
cludes some interesting details. In the first place 
it shows the monolithic concrete abutments used 
by this railway in all Us track elevation work, 
and shows also the solid fioor of the plate girder 
bridges. Each rail is secured to an oak filler (pro¬ 
tected by tie plates), laid In a 9-ln. Inverted chan¬ 
nel by means of U-bolts, and no guard rails are 
used. It also shows how the pipe lines are car¬ 
ried across the bridges by means of cantilever 
floor beams riveted to the girders. 

The interlocking plant was built by the T’nion 
Switch & Signal Co., of Swlssvale, Pa., under the 
direction of Mr. W. H. Elliott, Signal Engineer, 
and Mr. C. O. Tilton, Assistant Signal Engineer 
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. We 
are indebted to Mr. Elliott for the plans and pho¬ 
tographs made use of in this article. 

INTERLOCKING PLANT AT PACIFIC JUNCTION; CHICAGO, 

MILWAUKEE k ST. PAUL RY. 

The track elevation work on the Chicago. Mil¬ 
waukee & St. Paul Ry., within the city limits of 
Chicago, includes Pacific Junction, and the tracks 

at this point have not only been raised, but have 
been rearranged in such a way as to facilitate 
train movements, while theentire Junction has been 
equipped with a new and complete signal and In¬ 
terlocking plant. The traflic is very heavy, and 
as no diversion could be allowed, the raising and 
rearranging of tracks and the installation of the 
interlocking equipment had all to be done with lit¬ 
tle or no Interference with the traffic. The inter¬ 
locking plant was put in service on March 20. 

The Junction is a complicated one, and is In the 
form of a diamond, with four curved sides and 
two diagonals. This Is shown by the plan. Fig. 1. 
From the Union station to Pacific Junction there 
are four main tracks. Four tracks then turn west 
to the Council Bluffs and Omaha Division, while 
two tracks continue northward to the Milwaukee 
Division. The old Bloomingdale line runs east- 

16 levers for 32 switches. 
6 “ 11 derails. 
2 '* 4 crossing bars. 
5 “ 5 switches and 6 derails. 
1 " 1 high and 1 dwarf signal 

17 “ 32 facing point locks. 
16 " 16 dwarf signals. 
31 " 36 signals. 

The lucking frames are placed horisontally, on 
the main floor of the tower, behind the lever 
frame, and only the rods and wires to the lead- 
outs are beneath the floor. Two forms of lead- 

*Copyright 1896, by Leonard P. Kinnlcutt. All risbU 
reserved. 

••Director Department of CJherwMtry, Worcester Poly¬ 
technic Institute, Worcester, Maas. 

ward from the Junction to North Chicago, and is 
a very busy terminal freight line, passing through 
a manufacturing district, while it also offers an 
alternative route to the Union station in case of 
any block on the main line south of Pacific Junc¬ 
tion. The four-track curve to the west and the 
double-track line to the north are main lines; the 
others are freight and connection lines. The total 
distance between the outermost signals is about 
5,150 ft. north and south and 3,470 ft. east and 

west. 

At the center of the Junction is a double-track 
grade crossing, and In addition to the regular in¬ 
terlocking signals there are semaphore block sig¬ 
nals governing the crossing. Both the block and 
route signals must be clear before a train can 
start to pass over the crossing. These block sig¬ 
nals have iKtinted ends, to distinguish them from 
the interlocking signals, as shown to the right in 
Fig. 2. It has been decided to put in electric 
automatic block signals between Pacific Junction 
and the l^nion station, but the type to be adopted 
has not yet been settled. 

The Interlocking machine has a frame for 108 
levers, with 100 working levers and eight spare 
spaces. The distribution of the levers is as fol¬ 
lows: 

and as a rule the sewage, to prevent Its becornins 
a nuisance, has to be so treated that those sub¬ 
stances which by their decomposition would pro¬ 
duce a nuisance, are destroyed or removed. Tht ro 
are at present three ways by which this is at 
tempted: Chemical Precipitation; Broad Irriga¬ 
tion; Intermittent Filtration. 

In treating the question as to what Is accom¬ 
plished by each of these methods, it is necess.ir.v 
to have a clear idea of what sewage is. In do 
mestic sewage we have a.great variety of complex 
organic compounds, vegetable and animal, v hli h 
by the process of putrefaction are broken up into 
similar substances, and which, during the prc es.< 
of decomposition, give off odors which are tbe 
cause of complaint. These substances may either 
be suspended in the sewage or in solution. 

In manufacturing sewage we not only have th> 
organic compounds that are contained in domesiir 
sewage, but also other organic substances such 
as come from wool washings, tanneries, dy 
works, woolen and cotton mills, and other indus¬ 
tries, also the mineral substances and free acids 
which are found in the largest quantities in citi-'s 
engaged in any branch of the iron industry. 

Besides the substances above mentioned, nnd 
which may be called dead matter, there is in alt 
sewage living matter, the so-called mlcro-oreau- 
isms, bacteria, moulds, or what in ordinary lan¬ 
guage are called germs. 'This living matter as 
the name micro-organism implies. Is not vis hi* 
to the eye, but exists In very large quantities; r. 
rather, the number of micro-organisms in a given 
quantity of sewage is very large, one liquid ounce 
often containing ‘25,000,000. The greater number 
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.f these mJcro-organlsma are not harmful to man, 
I'u In sewage there Is, as a rule, and may be at 
mv time, bacteria which. If they enter the human 
'Vstem, produce such diseases as dysentery, 
holeral typhoid fever, and the other so-called 

- m diseases: and in a perfect treatment of sew- 
I although they are harmless, unless the sew- 

enters a water supply, their removal, as 
I as that of the decomposing organic matter, 
St be accomplished. 

nitrogen of the simpler organic compounds Is 
changed first into nitrites and then Into nitrates. 
After this change Is complete, all the organic 
matter in the sewage is destroyed and there Is 
left only mineral matter, and the sewage Is now 
no longer sewage, but a mineral water, water con¬ 
taining only mineral or Inorganic substances. 

The chemist determines the amount of nitrogen 
that exists In the sewage both In the ^orm of ni¬ 
trites and nitrates. If any quantity of nitrogen 

exactly what any given sewage does contain? 
Huughly speaking. It is possible. It can easily be 
determined by chemical analysis the amount, 
by weight, of the total organic and Inorganic 
matter present in a given volume. Also what kind 
and what amount of mineral matter, including 
free acids, the sewage contains. Further, partic¬ 
ular dye-stuffs can often be identified, and it can 
be told whether or not there Is In the sewage 
refuse from tanneries, woolen and cotton mills, 
and other well-known industries. 

As regards the greater part of the organic mat¬ 
ter, it Is not yet possible to say what substances 
are present, although it can be told whether or 
not the organic matter is such as will readily un¬ 
dergo putrefaction, and what stage such decom¬ 
position has already reached. 

The chemist. In making an analysis of gewage, 
besides determining the total amount of solid 
matter and the amount of mineral matter, makes 
certain other determinations which are called 
Free ammonia; Albuminoid ammonia; Total Ni¬ 
trogen; Nitrogen as nitrites; Nitrogen as nitrates; 
Oxygen consumed; Chlorine. 

What do these terms signify, and what deduc¬ 
tions are made from their determinations? Or¬ 
ganic matter contains, as a rule, four elements: 
Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, united in 
the most varied and complex manner, .cost of the 
nitrogen existing in compounds which more or 
less resembles albumen, a substance familiar to 
us in the white of an egg. 

When the sewage undergoes putrefaction these 
complex compounds are first broken up, simpler 
substances being formed, carbon dioxide end am¬ 
monia escaping. The ammonia which is thus 
formed remains in greater part in the solution cf 
the .sewage and the amount when determined Is 
called the free ammonia, which shows the amount 
of putrefaction which has taken place. 

When the first process of decomposition has 
taken place, and which is brought about In na¬ 
ture by a class of bacteria called anaerobic, liv¬ 
ing best in the absence of light and air, a second 
process of decomposition takes place. The sim¬ 
pler organic compounds formed by the first pro¬ 
cess are further broken up, this being accom¬ 
plished in nature by another class of bacteria 
called aerobic, their life depending upon the pres¬ 
ence of oxygen, which they obtain from the edr. 
By this second process, called nltiiflcation, the 

as nitrites is found It is a sign that the second 
stage of decomposition has begun, and as In this 
stage very little odor is given off. It Is also a 
.sign that very little trouble may be expected from 
the sewage by the giving off of foul erases. It 
much of the nitrogen exists as nitrates it shows 
that this second stage Is well advanced, and if 
all of the nitrogen is found in the state of nitrates 
and none as nitrites, the purification is complete, 
all the organic matter having been changed into 
mineral matter. 

Albuminoid Ammonia.—This is the measure ol 
ihe nitrogen that Is united to the carbon, hy 
drogen, and oxygen, in compounds similar to al¬ 
bumen, but which, as decomposition proceeds, will 
be changed into ammonia, into nitrites and ni¬ 

ammonla. In the nitrites and nitrates be deducted, 
the exact amount of nitrogen existing in the al¬ 
buminoid and other decomposable substances is 
obtained. It is a more exact measure of the de¬ 
composable organic matter than the “albuminoid 
ammonia.” It is, however, comparatively speak¬ 
ing, a tedious and difficult determination, and the 
common measure of organic matter In sewage Is 

still the "albuminoid ammonia.” 
Oxygen Consumed.—As the name implies, this 

denotes the amount of oxygen necessary to burn 
up or destroy the organic matter. Its determin¬ 
ation is fairly simple, and in domestic sewage the 
results show the relative amount of organic mat¬ 
ter. But In the manufacturing sewage the results 
are much less trustworthy. In testing the purity 
of treated sewage, the determination of the oxy¬ 
gen consumed is of Importance and takes equal 
rank_ with the determination of albuminoid am¬ 
monia. The English test for sewage satisfactorily 
purified Is that it does not contain more than 
0.1428 parts albuminoid ammonia In 100,000 parts, 
and that 100,000 parts does not absorb over 1.428 
parts oxygen In four hours. 

Chlorine.—The chlorine In domestic sewage 
comes mostly from urine, and its determination 
serves chiefly in domestic sewage as an index to 
the total amount of impurity. It Is not changed 
by any process of sewage treatment and the same 
amount of chlorine should be found In the treated 
and untreated sewage. Its determination, conse¬ 
quently, serves the useful purpose of showing 
whether the sample of treated sewage analysed 
corresponds to the sample of crude sewage taken. 

In fresh sewage, as can be seen from the above 
statements, albuminoid ammonia, free ammonia, 
chlorine, are found, but no nitrogen as nitrites or 
nitrates. As sewage undergoes putrefaction and 
nitrification, the albuminoid ammonia and free 
ammonia decrease; the nitrogen as nitrites and 
nitrates increases, and in perfectly purified sew¬ 
age all the nitrogen has been changed Into ni¬ 
trates excepting the nitrogen of the free ammonia, 
which as ammonia gas has escaped Into the air 

The strongest sewage is the one which contain.^ 
the most albuminoid ammonia and consumes the 
largest amount of oxygen. The sewage which 
contains the. greatest amount of nitrogen as ni¬ 
trates and consumes the least amount of oxygen, 
is the one which approaches most nearly to pure 
water. 

The amount of purification, therefore, which has 
been accomplished by any process of treatment, 
is calculated, by determining the percentage of 
albuminoid ammonia removed, the difference In 
the amount of oxygen consumed before and aftei 
treatment, and in the amount of nitrogen found 
as nitrites and nitrates. 

FIG. 4.—SUBWAY FOR SWITCH AND SIGNAL RODS AND WIRES. 

trates. It signifies the amount of organic matter 
that remains unchanged, but which will go 
through the two stages, putrefaction and nitrifi¬ 
cation. The larger the amount of the so-calleo 
albuminoid ammonia obtained by the chemist, the 
greater is the amount of putresclble matter. 

Total Nitrogen.—This Is the nitrogen contained 
In the albuminoid substances. In the free ammo¬ 
nia, in the nitrites and nitrates. If from the total 
amount of nitrogen, that which exists in the free 

has been removed by filtering the sewage through 
filter paper. Is often determined. From the re¬ 
sults so obtained an Idea is gained of how much 
of the polluting substances are In suspension and 
how much are In solution, and this may be of de 
elded importance. 

It is now evident that from the results of the 
analyses of sewage of various cities conclusions 
regarding the comparative amount of polluting 
matters in each can be drawn; and from the an- 



being a more than aufflclent quantity of 
,5 salt In the sewage Itself, except on holidays 

r, ■ Sundays, to bring about the best results. In 
rjcr to supply copperas to the sewage on holl- 

. Sundays, and the few other occasions when 
may not be enough of this compound in the 

.-e. a large basin is used for storing up the 
e containing copperas. 

\ irtion of the plant was in working order in 
v.t but it was not until July 15, 1893, that the 
. sewage of the city was treated. Since then 

«es of the sewage and effluent have been 
daily. The samples for analysis are made 

!if 114 hourly portions, an effluent being thus 
|. ned which corresponds very closely to the 
S'.;ii:e. The results are tabulated, the average 
, si'ositlon of the sewage and effluent deter- 
,:;i d for each month, and the percentage of im- 
iiiity removed, calculated. 
Tiie following table, from the reports of Mr. 
larrison P. Eddy, Superintendent of Sewers, gives 
I ,in abridged form the results obtained from Dec. 

IsKl, to Dec. 1, 1898; 

Lbs. 
lime per 

l.OOO.tKK) Per cent, albuminoid am- 
galls. (-monia removed.-n 

enr ending of sewage ' Dis- Sus- 
1 treated. Total. solved. pended. 

<.,4 . !M5 50.78 10.48 89.54 
■. 1.0:t0 61.63 8.43 91.11 

■ . 1,212 6.3.92 15.W 92 02 
..’.r"   1,1.30 .^3.02 10.75 9,3.46 

■   1,074 61.82 11.77 02.62 

Of sewage should not be allowed to enter millio 
the stream on account of the micro-organ- at on 
Isms the effluent contains. If the stream comes 
is only a water course, the effluent can, I believe, large 
under certain conditions, be safely allowed to flow be dl; 
Into the stream. What are these conditions? Pos- whole 
slbly the best study of this subject is by Professor For 
Adeney, of Dublin.* He has made a most careful to pui 
study of the process of putrefaction and nltrlflca- ers, a 
tion. In the process of putrefaction he shows that sea, a 
carbon dioxide, water and ammonia, are formed bottoi 
while In the second stage, nitrification, nitrates. As 
water, and a very small amount of carbon dioxide allowi 
are the chief products. He determines the purity so thj 
of an effluent, therefore, by the amount of oxygen be sol 
it will use up and the amount of carbon dioxide found 
formed. If there is sufficient oxygen dissolved to bu 
in the water of the stream to supply all that is it as 
required for the organic matter which remains. pressi 
to undergo the first change, he shows that there ciplta 
is very little danger of any odor arising from the water 
mixture of the effluent with the river water. If Ished, 
there is enough oxygen in the river water for the 
organic matter that is present to undergo both 
changes there is absolutely no danger. If Ade- 
ney’s conclusions are correct, the required condi¬ 
tions can easily be determined for any given case. 

Another way of determining the necessary con¬ 
ditions is pointed out in a paper by Mr. F. P. 

. Stearns.** 

In this paper it is shown that if the albuminoid 
ammonia in a stream is above 0.0278 parts in 
100,0(K). the stream contains so much organic mat¬ 
ter that it is offensive, and that If it contains only 
an amount of organic matter so that the water 
gives only 0.0070 parts albuminoid ammonia, it is 
certainly not offensive, and that between these 
two limits the question may be considered a de¬ 
batable one. Taking these figures, and knowing 
the average amount of albuminoid ammonia in a 
sewage effluent, and knowing the average vol¬ 
ume of that effluent and the minimum flow of the 
stream, whether or not the effluent can be emptied 
into that stream is a simple matter of calculation. 
If, for instance, the sewage effluent contains 0.3 
parts of albuminoid ammonia, which is a general 
average, to reduce this to 0.0278 parts In 100,000 
the dilution must be at least as 7 to 1, and to re¬ 
duce the amount of albuminoid ammonia from 
0.3 to 0.01 parts, which would be considered as a 
very safe limit, the dilution must be as 27 is to 1. 
Or, in other words. If the stream into which the 
purified sewage is to flow is a fairly quick-running 
stream, there would be, as a rule, very little dan¬ 
ger of it becoming offensive if its minimum flow 
was 10 to 15 times greater than the effluent; and 
there would be no danger .if the minimum flow 
was 27 times greater than the volume of the 
treated sewage. These deductions are made upon 
the supposition that the chemicals which remain 
in the effluent do not r.etard the decomposition of 
the organic matter in solution. There may be 
a difference of opinion on this subject, and 1 have 
made many experiments mixing treated sewage 
with river water, where the dilution has been much 
less than 10 to 1, and failed to obtain the slightest 
sign of decomposition, keeping the mixture, in 
many cases, over a week at a temperature of 80®. 
Yet from all the experiments and investigations I 
have made at various times and places, I am led 
to believe that if purification by chemicals is ever 
advisable, it is only under the conditions where 
the effluent from the process can at all times be 
diluted with at least 10 times its volume of run¬ 
ning water. 

There is one very important point in the chemi¬ 
cal treatment of sew’age that has not as yet been 
mentioned, and that Is how the substances thrown 
out of the sewage by the chemicals, and known 
as sludge, can be handled. 

The sludge is usually a thin black mud, con¬ 
taining not only all the organic and mineral mat¬ 
ter removed from the sewage, but also a greater 
part of the chemicals that were used; it contains 
a very large amount of water, 95 to 98 per cent., 
and amounts on the average to about 49 tons per 

treatment removes .52.<>2% of the total organic 
matter; 11.21*% of the dissolved organic matter; 
and 91.75% of the suspended organic matter. 

From a very intimate knowledge of the Wor¬ 
cester plant, together with personal observations 
and study on the ground of the principal plants 
for chemical treatment of sewage in Great Brit¬ 
ain and Germany, I believe the above results are 
as good as, or better than, have been elsewhere 
achieved, and that though on an experimental 
scale, as shown by Dibden and Hazen, all of the 
suspended matter and 30% of the organic matter 
in solution may be removed, the best we can ex¬ 
pect from a practical working of the process Is the 
removal of not more than 95% of the suspended 
matter, and 15% of the soluble organic matter. 

The most important question of all now awaits 
an answer: Can treated sewage, where practically 
all the suspended matter and from 10% to 15% of 
the soluble organic matter has been removed, be 
emptied into a water course? By chemical treat¬ 
ment no radical change has been brought about in 
the organic matter in the sewage; the nitrogen 
present is still all in the form of free ammonia, 
or united to the carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, 
and though undoubtedly a large number of micro¬ 
organisms have been carried down by the lime, 
and hydrates of iron and aluminum, a sufficient 
number always remain, so that after a few hours 
the effluent will contain as many, if not more, 
than the original sewage. 

Practically no decomposition has taken place 
and no nitrites or nitrates have been formed. All 
that has been done is to remove a certain portion 
of the putrescible matter; that remaining, about 
seven-sixteenth.s of the original organic matter, 
being all in solution. That this must also, some 
lime or other, undergo decomposition, is self- 
evident, and all that has been gained by the chem¬ 
ical treatment is that the treated sewage can be 
emptied into a smaller stream than could the orig¬ 
inal sewage, both because it contains less or¬ 
ganic matter and because it contains no floating 
or su.spended matter. If crude sewage Is emptied 
into a stream, the floating matters are apt to 
lodge along the banks, especially at bends in the 
stream, and If the stream is used for mill purposes 
the floating matter is apt to settle down to the 
bottom of the ponds behind the dams, forming a 
putrefying mass. Keeping this point in view, 
namely, that all the suspended matter has been 
removed so that no trouble will be experienced 
from floating decomposable substances, what pro¬ 
portion must the volume of the stream bear to 
the volume of the treated sewage? If the stream 
Is used as a source of water supply, the safe rule 

is -hat the effluent from the chemical treatment 

A LARGE ARTESIAN WELL PLANT AT CAIHDEN. N. J. 

One of‘the largest artesian well plants In the 
country was put in operation at Camden, N. J., 
a few months ago. The contract capacity of 
the plant was 20,(XK),(¥)0 gallons. 

The contract for the wells, connections, a pump¬ 
ing station of 20,<K)0,000 gallons capacity, a 
30-ln. cast-iron force main 19,2.80 ft. long, a 30- 
In. branch 12,780 ft. long, a 20-ln. branch 12,780 
ft. long, and also a 30 x 110-ft. steel stand-pipe, 
was let to Mr. Geo. Pfeiffer, Jr., of Camden, for 
$525,000, to which was added, before construction 
was begun. $30,500, for changing the 20-ln. branch 
to 30-ln., making a total of $5«>1,500. The con¬ 
tract was dated June 24, 1890, and the city took 
possession of the plant a few months ago. 

The exact sources of the artesian waters of the 
Delaware valley at and near Camden and Phila¬ 
delphia have not been fully settled. It is well known 
that In the portion of New, Jersey south and 
east of a line drawn from Trenton to Jersey City 
many successful artesian wells have been sunk 
to various levels. Much detailed information 
regarding these wells is given in the reports of 
the Geological Survey of the State of New Jer¬ 
sey. 

For some years prior to 1894 it was felt that 
the water supply of Camden taken from the Dela¬ 
ware River, near the city, was polluted by the 
sewage of Camden and Philadelphia, besides 
which it carried an objectionable amount of 
suspended matters. In that year Mr. J. T. Fan¬ 
ning, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of Minneapolis) was en¬ 
gaged to report on a new supply for Camden. After 
co.3siderir.g various sources. Including artesian 
wells, he recommended a new intake further up 
the river, an 80,000,000-gallon settling basin, a 
new 20,000,000-gallon pumping station, a stand¬ 
pipe and a .30-in. force main, all at an estimated 
cost of $G45,2<>0. But the advocates of artesian 
wells carried the day, arguing from the suc¬ 

cess of Isolated examples in Camden and Pbila- 

*TraDsactions Royal Dublin Society, v. 5, pp. 539-620; 
T. 6. pp. 200-281. 

••“The Pollution and Self-Purlflcatlon of Streams,” pub- 
liahed in the report of the Uaasacbuaetta State Board of 
Health Report, Examination of Water Supplies, 1890, pp. 
78S-802. 
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alyses of the Bewage after treatment the percen- 
taKe of pollutinK matters which have been re¬ 
moved can be calculated. 

It is well to state at this point that a sinsle 
analysis of sewage is absolutely of no value, for 
the sewage varies greatly from hour to hour and 
results so obtained may lead to very inaccurate, 
not to say absolutely false, conclusions. To obtain 
results that are of any value, samples of the sew¬ 
age before and after treatment must be taken 
half-hourly, or at least hourly, for a period of 
about 72 hours. Attention is called to this point 
because it is often thought that from a single an¬ 
alysis an idea of the character of the sewage can 
lie obtained, and because in very many published 
pipers on the treatment of sewage, analyses are 
given which are absolutely of no value, owing to 
the fact that they have been made on a single 
sample, or from samples collected In such a way 
as not at all to represent the character of the 
crude or treated sewage. 

Having seen what sewage Is, and how an 
liiea as to Its character and strength can be ob¬ 
tained, and how the amount of puriflcation ac- 
co.-npllshed by any method of treatment can b»' 
calculated, we can deal more intelligently with 
the three methods of treatment. 

The Chemical Treatment of Bt-wage. 

This method consists in the adding of certain 
chemicals to the crude sewage, allowing the sew¬ 
age to run into large open or closed tanks, 
through which it flows with such slow velocity 
that the substances which have been thrown 
down by the chemicals, subside, leaving the su- 
p<‘rnatant liquid as it runs from the last tank 
free from any suspended matter. 

Innumerable chemicals have from time to time 
been tried, but the aim In all cases has been the 
same, to make the sewage alkaline, to form a 
heavy. Insoluble substance in the sewage which as 
it falls through the sewage will carry down with 
it the suspended polluting matters; and to remove 
a part of the soluble matter by forming with it 
substances insoluble in water. , As the chemicals 
must be used on a large scale their cost must be 
taken into account, and from numerous experi¬ 
ments it has been generally agreed that lime with 
sulphate of iron or sulphate of aluminum best an¬ 
swers the requirements. Other chemicals can be 
used, and if the question of cost did not enter 
Into the problem there are some, as, for instance, 
ferric sulphate, that might be substituted with 
advantage for the ordinary sulphate of iron or for 
the aluminum sulphate. In all large cities, how¬ 
ever, the three chemicals which are first named 
are the ones which are in use. 

What takes place when these chemicals are 
added to the sewage? First of all, the lime unites 
with the carbonic acid, forming carbonate of 
lime, or chalk, and with any other free acid that 
may be present, such as sulphuric acid, forming 
sul|<hate of lime or gypsum, and the sewage Is 
rendered slightly alkaline, ('halk and gypsum are 
both insoluble In water, and in settling to the bot¬ 
tom of the tanks carry down part of the insoluble 
matter In the sewage. Iron sulphate, or alumi¬ 
num sulphate, which are usually added to the 
sewage after it has been rendered alkaline by the 
lime, form a large, bulky precipitate of hydrate 
of Iron or hydrate of aluminum, which .act in the 
same aay as the chalk and gypsum, carrying 
down the remaining suspended matter in the sew¬ 
age, leaving, when the process Is well carried out, 
a clear, bright-looking liquid to flow from the 
tanks. It is often claimed that the iron sulphate 
or aluminum sulphate do more than this, that 
they unite with part of the soluble matter of the 
sewage. In the same way that they unite to cer¬ 
tain soluble dyes, and thus remove not only the 
insoluble polluting substances, but also a part of 
the soluble polluting matters. What are the facts 
in the case? 

The question can best be answered by examining 
the work that has been done on the subject. The 
best experimental work on a small scale is that 
done by W. J. Dibden in England and by Allen 
Hasen in America. Dlbden’s experiments are re¬ 
ported In his book on “Purification of Sewage and 
Water,” London, 1898. The table given on page 
35 of this book shows the results of the examina¬ 

tion Of *3 series, each consisting of 25 effluents 

obtained by the addition of various chemicals in 
varying amounts to a given sample of London 
sewage. The best results were obtained with 
lime and copperas, 10 grains of each to an English 
gallon, 30% of the soluble organic matter being 
removed. The best results with lime alone, using 
1.5 grains to the gallon, was the removal of 25% 
soluble organic matter; lime and alum, 5 grains 
of each to the gallon, removed 18%; 10 grains of 
lime, 2 grains of iron sulphate and 10 grains 
aluminum sulphate removed 24%, while lime, 
copperas and aluminum sulphate in the very large 
amounts of 700, 100 and 500 grains, respectively, 
to the gallon, removed 52%. 

The few experiments with sewage from other 
sources showed that with certain kinds of sewage, 
the character of which he omits to state, a much 
greater removal of soluble organic matter could 
be accomplished; in one case, using 5 grains of 
lime and 10 grains of copperas, 69% were re¬ 
moved. 

Mr. Allen Hazen’s experiments were made in 
‘188!), he at that time being Chemist to the Massa¬ 
chusetts State Board of Health. The sewage taken 
was that of Lawrence, Mass., which can be clas¬ 
sified as domestic sewage, containing on the av- 

r - - -1 

Fig. 5.—Steel Signal Post; C. M. d St. P. Ry. 
W. H. Elliott, Designer. 

erage 0.66 parts of albuminoid ammonia in 100- 
(MK) parts of sewage. A full report of his work is 
given in the Massachusetts State Board of Health 
Report, “Puriflcation of Sewage and Water,” 1890, 
pages 737 to 791. In this report it is shown that 
a definite amount of lime gives a result as good 
as, or better than, either more or less lime; w hlch 
Dlbden’s experiments, quoted above, confirm. 
That the more copperas, ferric-sulphate or alum 
used, the better the result, and that no lime is 
necessary with alum or ferric-sulphate if the 
sewage is alkaline. 

All of these chemicals remove all of the sus¬ 
pended organic matter, and. Judging from the al¬ 
buminoid ammonia determinations,a small portion 
of the soluble organic matter, varying with the 
nature and the amount of the chemicals used, as 
is shown by the following table: 

CbemlcalB used per Soluble organic 
1,000,000 gallons matter re- 

of sewage. moved. 
1,800 lbs. lime.. 

700 • ‘ lime I 
1,000 • 

270 • 
• copperas 1 
* ferric-sulphate. . 32% 

660 • * aluminum sulphate. . 20% 
360 • * ferric-sulphate. . 41% 
870 • * aluminum sulphate. 

Mr. Dibden and Mr. Hazen thus seem to have 
proved that a certain amount of the soluble organ¬ 
ic matter in sewage does unite with lime and cop¬ 
peras, forming an insoluble compound, and they 
both agree that when lime and copperas are used 
30% of the soluble organic matter can be thus re¬ 
moved. Allowing this to be a fact, is this amount 
of soluble organic matter removed when sewage 

is treated with cbemicais on a large and practical 
scale? 
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The first plants for the treatment of s 
chemicals were constructed In England 
method has been tried by all the larg 
cities, London, Manchester, Blrminghatn 
Sheffield, Bradford, Salford, etc., and it 
thought that a careful examination of t! 
that had been done in these cities wou 
direct and conclusive answer to the 
Such, however, is not the case. All th 
have been constructed as practical worki’ 
and very little attention has been paid t. 
entitle side of the question. Analyses of 
a..te and effluent in all these places ha. 
made from time to time, but not in , 
tematlc way, and very little exact Inf 
can be derived from the published results 
study of a great ma.ny reports ancl analy 
only to the general conclusion that abnui 
the total organic matter, most of which i.- 
pension, is removed by English chemical 
tation plants. 

Experiments on the effect of chemicals r>n i, n- 
don sewage were made by W. J. Dibden in 
and the results obtained by him are given in th 
Report of the Royal Commission on Meir'ip ditan 
Sewage Discharge, Minutes of Evidence. \ .,1. 'J, 
pp. 201-206. This report, however, only show.- 

that by using lime and copperas a reniov d of 
about 50% of the organic matter could b ob¬ 
tained, but gives no data as to how much of this 
was in solution. 

In 1889-90, experiments were made at Halford to 
determine which of many rival methods would 
give the best results when used with the S’-waK- 
of that city. Various companies were asked by 
the city authorities to construct experimental 
plants at Mode Wheel, the main sewer outfall, th ■ 
operations of which were to be carefully examine 1 
and reported on by a committee of sanitary ex¬ 
perts. The report of these experiments, which was 

published In 1891, is most disappointing, for what 
should have been a most valuable contribution to 
sewage literature has very little real scientific 
value. A careful study of the report shows som- 
astounding results, in some cases the treated sew¬ 

age appearing to contain more organic matter 
than the crude sewage, showing plainly that th 
samples of raw sewage taken for analysis did n d 
represent that which was treated, and tlur>' i- 
no proof that this was not usually the case. Th 
only conclusions to be derived from the report 
are that lime and copperas were as effective as 
any other chemicals, and that a purification of 
about 50% was obtained. 

If we iook to Germany, the country where it 
might be expected the most careful work would 
be done, for an answer to the question, we ar.' 
again disappointed. Very little attention, on th'- 
whole, has been paid to sewage purification, and 
there are only nine large cities that attempt to 
treat the sewage. Frankfort, Halle, and Essen ar^ 
the only large cities using chemicals, and of thes - 
the Frankfort plant is by far the largest. Th> 
sewage of this city is between 15,0tK),(KNt and HI,- 
OOO.tMH) gallons per day, and to purify it about 
1,300 lbs. of aluminum sulphate and 3< f» lbs. of 
lime are used per 1,000,000 gallons. An examin¬ 
ation of the sewage and effluent was m.ide in 
1889 by Lepsius.* The samples of sewage and ef¬ 
fluent were taken at the same moment, conse 
quently the sample of effluent came from a sew¬ 
age of unknown Impurity, and the results are al¬ 
most worthless as data. 

Turning to America, we find the largest chemi¬ 
cal precipitation plant at Worcester, Mass., and 
from the reports of the work done there, valuable 
data and Information can be obtained, and it is 
the only case where investigrations as to what can 
be accomplished on a large scale by clum.cal 
treatment have been carried on systematically. 

Worcester is a manufacturing city of ItNi.dO* 
inhabitants, with a dry weather flow of s wage 
of about 16,000,000 gallons, the sewage containing 
a large amount of free acid and iron salts, and, as 
regards organic matter, might be consider d a.s 
rather dilute, the albuminoid ammonia avenging 

0.5 parts in 100,000. 
The treatment consists of simply adding milk of 

lime, 1.100 lbs. of lime per 1,000,000 gallons of 
sewage. The addition of cgpperas is unnece.'sary, 

*Zei(fcbrlft anfewMite cbemie, 1880, p. 152. 



THE ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE EMPLOY- 

ment of three experts to Inrestlgate the Philadelphia 

water supply, and appropriatlDg $25,000 tor the purpose, 

has been passed by the city councils and approved by the 

mayor. The mayor baa appointed the following experts: 

Rudolph Hering, of New York; Joseph M. Wilson, of 

Philadelphia, and Samuel M. Gray, of Providence, R. I. 

The Investigation will be carried on Jointly by these men 

and the Director of the Department of Public Works and 

the Chiefs of the Bureaus of Water and Surveys. 

eral Steel Co. and the American Steel A Wire Co. U as 

yet unknown. Mr. H. C. Prick. John D. Rockefeller and 

H. H. Rogers are the leading spirits in the new movo- 
ment. 

THE SPANlSM-AMERir.\N \V.\R, according to the 

last report of the U. S. Treasury, cost about $2fi<l.(KiO,000. 

Including the $20,000,000 paid to Spain and the $3 OiXl.OOO 

to Cuban soldiers. This Includes the expenditures for 

14 months, and is in excess of normal expenditures for the 
army and navy. Prom March, IHOS, to April, ISSW. In¬ 

clusive, the total expenditure on the army was $2.'>8,- 

944,.’MSO. and on the navy, $92,02o,71t.s. For the same period 

In l,S97-lSi).s, the corresponding expensea were $i!5..".02.- 

1H!4 and $3il,434,518, respectiveiy. 

THE LOWEST BIDDER FOR THE NEW SETTLING 

reservoirs at Cincinnati, prices for which were given in 

our Construction News columns for Hay 4, have with¬ 

drawn their bid. Folt, Willard & Co., the lowest bidders, 

offered to do the work for $1,039,232, which was auuut 

$130,UUU below the next highest bidder and some $2UU.0j0 

below the engineer's estimate. Folz, Willard & Co. have 

written a lung letter to the trustees of the new works 

stating that on request of the engineers the company con¬ 

ferred with the latter and found that the engineers in¬ 

tended to insist on a more rigid interpretation of the 

specifications than the company had figured on. It is 

stated that the contract will probably be awarded to the 

next highest bidder, A. J. Henkel, for $1,171,744. 

THE LEAD PRODUCTION FOR l.MW, says a prelimin¬ 

ary statement of the U S Geological Survey, was 310,- 
60C net tons, as compared with 2si>,.'>!t8 tons in l.sjtT. and 

2il4,!KI4 tons in 1,S96. This Includes hard and soft lead 

and the product from smelting foreign base bullion and 
ores in bond. 

THE ELECTROLYTIC MARINE SALTS CO , which was 

organized to operate the Rev. P. F. Jeruegan's "process" 

of extracting gold from seawater has received a report 

from Prof. Henry Carmichael, the expert appointed by 

the liquidation committee to make an Investlgatloo after 

Mr. Jeruegan's abrupt departure. Prof. Carmichael re¬ 

ports that the process was fraudulent. The directors are 

said to have recovered a considerable sum from Jeruegan, 

which, together with the sale of machinery, etc., has 

realized enough to pay a ‘20% dividend to the stockholdera 

AN ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS OF PRESERVING 

wood is described by United States Consul E. T. Llefeld, 

at Freiburg, Germany. In this process the positive pole 

of a dynamo is connected with a lead grating, upon which 

the wood to be treated is placed. A solution, which is 

kept at the uniform temperature of 100° F. by means of 

a steam pipe underneath the grating, is poured into the 

vat so as almost to cover the lug of wood treated. At a 

public demonstration, the solution used contained 10% 

of borax, 5% of resin, and 0.75% of carbonate of soda, 

the borax being used on account of its antiseptic proper¬ 

ties and the carbonate of soda to help dissolve the resin. 

A porous tray, the bottom of which consists of two sheets 

of canvas with a sheet of felt between, is placed over the 

log, and a sheet of lead connected with the negative pole 

of the dynamo is placed above this. When the current 

is turned on, the solution is drawn from the bottom and 

the sap is driven out, and its place taken by the borax 

and resin. The time required to impregnate a 10-ln. log 

is about 7 or 8 hours, and then the wood is slowly dried, 

which takes in the open air in summer several weeks 

or even months. It was stated that a unit of electrical 

energy was required for every U cu. ft. of timber treated. 

This is said to be the first Industrial application of the 

principle of electric osmose, vis., if the electrodes in an 

electrolytic solution are separated by a porous partition 

and a current passes, the volume of the liquid in contact 

with the positive pole diminishes, while that In contact 

with the negative pole increases. 
^ THE U. S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. In Its fif- 

* teenth annual report, says that It has examined 45,712 

FLOODING A BURNING MINE-SHAFT by a new persons in the last year, and passed 3U,600 of these. In 

method has been employed with success by the Pennsyl- the departmental branch of the service, 2,1(H) were ap- 

vania Coal Co., says “Mines and Minerals." On Dec. L3, pointed through educational examination, and 

1898, fire was discovered in the timbering on an Inside through non-educational, or registration examiustion; In 

slope in the 14-ft. vein, near Shaft No. 6. After an tnef- the custom service 2U2 persons were appointed; 2,7.58 in 

factual effort to put out the fire by boee, it was at first the post-offices; 229 in internal revenue; 2*25 in <he gov- 

proposed to fiood the entire mine, with 209 acres or more ernment printing office, 

of workings. On further consultation it was suggested 

that large tanks be erected near the head of the slope and 

the water from them discharged on the fire through 

troughs or sluices. But it was quite as difficult for the 

workmen properly to place these sluices as it was to 

handle the hose. A dam in the slope, just above the fire, 

was finally built, and in this dam was a door which was 

closed by long ropes extending up the slope. The dam 

was located 250 ft. down the slope; the door opening was 

4x5 ft., and this was closed by heavy folding doors 7 

ins. thick and overlapping in the center by mitered Joints 

faced with sheet-rubber. To these two doors were at¬ 

tached eight 1^-in. wire ropes taken up the slope and se¬ 

cured with the doors shut. In 12 to 15 hours 150,000 to 

200,000 gallons of water accumulated behind this dam; 

the doors were then opened by letting go on the wire 

ropes and the water was discharged down the slope. This 

was repeated until the workmen fighting the fire back¬ 

ward on the gangway had reached the foot of the slope. 

The last fire was seen on Jan. 27, 1899, just east of th# 

foot of the slope, and the men removed the heated and 

burned coal and rock until they had surrounded it and 

could attack the fire vrith three hose streams. The fire 

was completely extinguished by Feb. 18. 

THE CONSUMPTION OF COPPER IN 1898, says U. S. 

Consul Stern, of Bamberg, amounted to over 400,000 tons; 

the United States, England and Germany using Il,5,0;ir>, 
10tl,00ii and 101,518 tons, respectively, chiefly In connec¬ 

tion with electric Installations. The world's production 

of copper in 1898 is estimated at 420.0(K» tons, of which 

'234,272 tons came from the United States. The “Revue 

de la Semaine" for March 22, 1899, gives the sutlstics for 

copper production for the years 1895-98, inclusive. This 

table shows an Increase in total productions from 3:i4,,54t2 

tons in 1895 to 424,120 tons In 1898, and a steady increase 

in price per ton, on quotations for Jan. 1 of each year, 

from $208.40 to $250.08, for 18l»5 and 1898, respectively. 

The supply of copper comes from 21 different countries, 

but the following lead in 1898, with the amounts given: 

United States, 234,201 tons; Spain and Portugal. 53,22.'> 

tons; Japan, 25,175 tons; Chile, 24,850 tons; Germany, 
20,085 tons; Australia, 18,000 tons; Mexico, 10,435 tons; 

Canada, 8,040 tons; Russia, 0,000 tons. All other coun¬ 

tries are far below these figures, Algeria being set down 

for only 50 tons. 

CHINESE RAILWAYS are discussed in a publication 

of the U. S. Bureau of Statistics, entitled “Commercial 

China in 1899." There are now open to trade in China 

O.lkiO miles of waterway navigable by steam vessels, 3,000 
miles of telegraph, about 350 miles of railways In opera¬ 

tion and over 3,000 miles projected. The first Chinese 

railway was opened in 1870, between Shanghai and 

Wusung, 14 miles apart; but native prejudice and super¬ 

stition caused it to be turn up soon after. About 1881, 

Mr. Claude W. Kinder, M. Am. Soc. C. E., and now Chief 

Engineer of the Imperial Railways of China, was then 

in charge of a Chinese coal mine near Tientsin. He im¬ 

provised a locomotive and fought native opposition until 

he gradually developed ,the little coal line into one of 

general traffic, and extended it to Tientsin and the treaty 

port of Shan-hal-Kwan; it was later extended to near 

Pekin and Paoting, and is now being extended to the 

iron and coal regions. This system of about 350 miles 

is the first and only one in actual operation. The pro¬ 

jected railways include the Russian Manchuria system, 

terminating at Port Arthur, on the Gulf of Pichili, and 

ultimately connecting with the Pekin system. Between 

Pekin and Tientsin and the Yangtze valley In Central 

China, several lines are laid down. One would extend 

from Tientsin to Shanghai, 700 miles long and running 

from 100 to 350 miles from the coast, following the gen¬ 

eral line of the Grand Canal. This line passes through 

territory claimed by England and Germany as “spheres of 
influence," and British and German capital will prob¬ 

ably combine for its development. The Pekln-Hankow 

line lies west of these spheres and is about 650 miles long; 

it is in the hands of a Belgian syndicate, and work has 

been commenced. Still west of this are several other 

projected lines leading to the iron and coal districts of 

Northwestern China. South of Shanghai is a British line 

proposing to connect Wenchow, Ningpo and Hangchow, 

all treaty ports, with Shanghai. This line may be finally 

extended to Hong Kong, though an English syndicate is 

now building a 200-miIe line from Hong Kong to Canton. 

A short line is also located, connecting Shanghai with 

Soochow and Nankin. The Canton-Hankow line is the 

only American concession. This line is about 600 miles 

lung and it has been surveyed by Mr. W. B. Parsons, 

M. Am. Soc. C. B. In the extreme south of China, French 

interests are proposing railways to connect Tonkin with 

Important Chinese cities on the navigable strea.ns, or the 

treaty ports of Wooebow, Pokhoi, etc. West of the Ameri¬ 

can concession several hundred miles is a British line to 

connect the Province of Szechnan with Canton and Hong 

Kong; and England is also planning to connect China 

with the railway system of British India, by extending 

the existing Mandalay line, in Burmah, to the Chinese 

border at Kunlong, and finally to the dty of Yunnan, to 

Chunking and to the head of navigation of the Yangtze 

River. 

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GENERAL ELEC- 

tiic Co., for the year ending Jan. 31, 1899, gives the total 

income of the company from sales, royalties and sundry 

profits as $16,472,022, and the total expenses, including 

only cost of goods sold, general expenses, taxes, sundry 

losses, as $13,094,534. The total income from all sources. 

Including dividends on stocks owned, etc., amounted to 

$17,260,859. Patents and patent expenses cost $269,'i40. 

Accumulated dividends were paid to the amount of $1,609,- 

552, covering the period from July 1, 1893, to Jan. 31, 

1899. The surplus for the year, after deducting all ex¬ 

penses, was $156,571. The various factories of the com¬ 

pany cover about 160 acres of ground, and contain ap¬ 

proximately 1,800,000 sq. ft of floor space all free from 

mortgage or other lien. The total valuation of the land, 

buildings, and machinery contained is estimated the same 

as last year, at $3,400,00‘2, notwithstanding the fact that 

$897,740 were expended during the year in additions and 

improvements. At the time the books were closed there 

were 315 uncompleted Installations of finished apparatus 

in progress at various places, valued at $774,966, which 

were not included in the report. The report shows the 

company to be in excellent condition. 

THE OSTEND, BELGIUM, TRAMWAY, opsratsd on the 

accumulator system, is 2H miles long, says “The En¬ 

gineer.” In 1898, 17,000 car-miles were traveled and the 

expenditures per car-mile are given as follows. In English 

pence: Inspectors, 0.360; man at charging board, 0.142; 

engineer and fireman, at station, 0.114; maintenance of 

motors, 0.047; maintenance and repair of battarlea, 0.171; 

drivers on cars, 0.408; sirttchmen and traek-claaaers, 

O.UO: fuel, 0.346; oil, 0.066; waste, 0.015; toUl, 1.85»d., 

or 8.718 cU. per car-mile. As no renewals of battery 

plates have been required, this does not figure in the 

total. 

THE NEW CARNEGIE STEEL CO., which was incor¬ 

porated at Trenton on May 4, with a nominal capital of 

$2,000, is understood to be the first step in the much- 

talked-of consolidation of ail the big iron and steel com¬ 

binations in the EUmt. The Carnegie plant is said to be 

already purchased at a price estimated above $100,000,- 

000; and the final total capitalization of the new com¬ 

pany may reach $550,000,000. While the deal Is still in 

progress and no details are made public, the combination 

is supposed to Include the Carnegie interests, the Na¬ 

tional'Steel Co., American Tin Plate Co., and National 

Stamping A Enamel Ware Co. The position of the Fed¬ 

THE READING RAILWAY SUBWAY in Philadelphia 

is nine-tenths completed, and by Aug. 1 next two tracks 

will be in operation. It was commenced in September, 

1894, and since then the sewerage system has been re¬ 

built; about 1,000,000 cu. yds. of material have been ex¬ 

cavated; 175,000 cu. yds. of masonry laid; 4,000 tons of 

steel have been erected in 13 bridges; and ten miles of 

temporary and five miles of permanent track put down. 

The total cost wilt be about $6,000,000 and 50 contracts 

were let. 
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d^lphla, and the feeling that the Delaware River 
wat-^r would have to be Altered sooner or later. 

The location of wells was Axed, after exam¬ 
ining records of old wells and putting down test 
wells, on meadow land about six miles northeast 
of the city, at the Junction of Delaware River and 
I’ensauken Creek. The surface of the meadow 
being at about mean tide, dikes were built to 
prevent overAow at high tides. 

The wells are In four groups, and are 6, 8 and 
lU Ins. In diameter, but mostly 8-ln. The 
strainers average 24 ft. In length. Eleven of the 
wells terminate In water-bearing strata 60 to 70 
ft. deep and 92 In strata 90 to 125 ft. deep. 

Twelve wells, 6 Ins. in diameter, were sunk by 
KIsner A Bennett, of Belmar, N. J. The strainers 
for these wells are of galvanized iron pipe, with 
%-ln. holes covered by brass cloth, soldered on. 
They were sunk by hydraulic Jets. The lower 
end of the strainers were plugged, while the 
upper ends carried lead washers which were ex¬ 
panded against the inner side of the casing 
l>roper. 

The remaining wells, 91 in number, were sunk 
by the Cook Well Co., of St. Louis. They are pro¬ 
vided with the usual Cook strainers, formed by 
circumferential or longitudinal slots in the pipe, 
larger on the inner than the outer side. The> 
were sunk by driving and the use of sand 
buckets. 

Each well casing is stopped at Its upper end by 
a removable air tight cover, which is Atted on 
the upper end of a T, leaded onto the casing be¬ 
low. and connecting at the side with the branch 
of the collecting main, these branches being at 
angles of 45* with the mains. There are two 
mains, increasing In size as wells are added until 
a diameter of 30 ins. Is reached. The mains have 
a rising grade to the receiving well, where they 
b md downwards, forming siphons. The summit 
of each main is provided with an air chamber, 
connected to an independent air pump In the 
{lumping station. The mains may thus be used 
as siphons, or through the agency of by-passes, 
as suction mains, or both methods may be em¬ 
ployed. 

Ten wells. 8 and 10 ins. in diameter, are pro- 
vidad with air lifts. The air pipes are 
ins. in diameter and have about 00 per cent, sub¬ 
mergence, the air escaping through holes drilled 
in the pipe. Air is furnished by an IngersoII- 
Sergeant air compressor, working under an aver¬ 
age pressure of 47 lbs. The steam cylinders ar.- 
IS X 22 ins. and the air cylinders 22 x 22 Ins. in 
diameter. The air receiver is 4% x ft., and a 
7*4*ln. air pipe ieads from it to the wells. The 
wells are connected to a 20-in. main 4,690 ft. 
long, which delivers water by gravity to the re¬ 
ceiving well. This main does not run full. It 
Is provided with a 10-ln. T bend and stand-pipe at 
its upper end. In the bottom of the connecting 
well are two 10-in. Aowing wells. 

The water In the various wells stood at about 
mean tide level, before being pumped, but a few 
wells with casings terminating near the ground 
level were overOowlng. The Auctuatlon of the 
tide level averages 6.8 ft. and the water In the 
wells rises and falls 15 to 20 ins., with the rise 
and fall of the tide. The outcrop, or gathering 
ground, is believed to be across the Delaware 
Uiver in Pennsylvania, from a limited area 
located along the river; it is also believed that 
there is some InAltration from the river and from 
Pensauken Creek, while possibly some water 
comes from Assures in the underlying crystalline 
bed rock. The general character of the strata 
pierced by these wells is as follows: Meadow 
alluvium, 6 to 20 ft.; sand, 6 to 6 ft.; clay, 1 to 2 
ft.; yellow or white sand, 6 to 8 ft.; clay, 2 to 5 
ft.; water-bearing gravel with little sand, about 
20 ft.; clay, 5 to 20 ft.; white sand, 6 to 15 ft.; 
yellow gravel 5 to 20 ft.; clay, 0 to 1 ft.; water¬ 
bearing gravel and sand, 26 to 00 ft.. Below the 
latter is about 40 ft. of clay and decomposed rock, 
on crystalline schist or bed rock, dipping from 

N. W. to S. E. 
There has been a controversy between the city 

and contractor over the yield of the wells. The 
pumping records show that 72 of the siphon wells 
yielded an average of 6,860,000 gallons a day dur¬ 
ing a period of 80 days, and that the full num¬ 
ber of siphon wells, 93, yielded 10,600,000 gallons 
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a day during 160 days. These Agures are based 
on plunger displacement, with no allowance tor 
slip. A later test, for 17 days, 16 hours, gave an 
average result of 18,203,000 gallons a day, with a 
2% deduction. The deduction was based on meas¬ 
urements over a 10 ft. weir during two runs of 
41 and 22 hours, respectively. After the latter 
test the city put the plant In regular service. 
With a 26-ft. lift the amount of water pumped 
was between 16,000,000 and 16,000,000 gallons. 
About this time the demands for water became 
very great, owing to a severe cold weather spell, 
and the old pumping plant was started up again. 
This being followed by numerous cases of typhoid 
fever, stringent measures to reduce waste were 
taken, which, with the return of mild weather, 
made it iwsslble to shut down the old pumps. 

The Anrt step towards the reduction of waste 
was the appointment of four Inspectors. These 
men have found hundreds of defective house ser¬ 
vices, which have been or are being repaired. The 
use of hose has been restricted to the hours of 
5 to 8 a. m., and 6 to 9 p. m. The average pump- 
age is now (May 4) about 12,<XK>,000 gallons a day, 
which the new plant yields. A contract for meters 
has been let which. It is expected, will still fur¬ 
ther reduce the waste. The need of reform of 
some sort Is shown by the fact that the average 
daily water consumption was previously about 260 
gallons per capita. 

Pending Anal settlement with the contractor 01 

all matters pertaining to the alleged failure to 
All the contract requirement of 20,000,0(X) gallons 
a day, the city has retained 20% of the contract 
price. The contractor has presented a large 
claim for extras. 

The receiving well Is 30 x 36 ft., brick lined, with 
a concrete bottom. The lining wall was sunk on 
an iron cutting shoe. 

The pumping plant includes two 10,000,0(X)-gal- 
lon Holly-Gasklll high duty, horizontal com¬ 
pound pumping engines and six National water 
tube boilers with an aggregate capacity of 760 HP. 

The general scheme of the works described 
above was laid down by the city, Mr. L. E. Pam- 
ham being city engineer. The detailed engineer¬ 
ing work was done by Mr. Wm. H. Boardman, 
Engineer for the contractor, and Mr. Cook, of the 
Cook Well Co. We are indebted to Mr. Farnham 
for assistance in the preparation of this article. 

ALFRED EPHRAIM RUNT. 

Capt. Alfred E. Hunt, M. Am. Soc. C. E., one of 
the most prominent metallurgical engineers of 
this country, and the leading personality In the 
development of the aluminum Industry to Its pres¬ 
ent position, died at Philadelphia, Pa., on April 
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26, 1809. The immediate cause of Capt. r; 
death was a hemorrhage of the bowels, . mpu. 
cated with weakness of the heart, but the ivere 
only indirect causes which were themse thp 
result of a fever contracted while he was .m 
mand of Battery B, of Pittsburg, Pa., at 1 ^a- 
mauga Park, and later In the Porto Ki. im. 
paign of the Spanlsh-Amerlcan war. The d ise.i 
man, accompanied by his wife and mother. on 
his way to Atlantic City, N. J., in searth f im. 
proved health, when he was taken sick thf 
Journey and compelled to stop off at Phila 1 phia 
where he died. To all but his relatives an 
personal friends the fact that Capt. Hui wa.s 
seriously ill was unknown, and the new.s : hi< 
sudden death came as a shock to the great- am¬ 
ber of his many business and professional f; end-- 
and acquaintances. 

Alfred E. Hunt was born at East D-.- .^lass 
Mass., on March 31, 1856, and was a descend it of 
William Hunt, who came from England i .\,n 
cord. Mass., in 1636. His father, Leander B Hunt, 
was the owner of the long-established Hun' .\xe 
Works, at East Douglass. Capt. Hunt wa- edu¬ 
cated at the Roxbury High School and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, gradu itinK 
from the latter institution in metallurgy and min 

ing engineering in 1876. For some time after 
graduation he was in the West with the U. ti. Geo¬ 
logical Survey; and he later became conne-te-1 
with the Bay State Iron Works, in South B.iston, 
where the second open-hearth furnace in Amtrii a 

was set up under his direction. For this company 
he also went to Michigan to explore for iron ore. 
and upon the samples brought back by him the 
Arst report was made on the Michigamme mines, 
the Arst of the famed ore discoveries in Northern 
Michigan. From 1877 to 1879 he was manager an 1 
chemist of the open-hearth steel works at Nashua. 
N. H. Capt. Hunt then came to Pittsburg as su¬ 
perintendent and chemist with Park Bros. & Co.; 
but In 1882 he resigned, and with George H. Clapp, 
of Park Bros., he formed the Arm of Hunt & 
Clapp, and established a chemical laboratory, an 1 
did the chemical work of the Pittsburg Testing 
Laboratory for the physical and chemical testing 
of materials and the Inspection of iron and steel 
structures, which had been established in the same 
year by Wm. Kent and Wm. F. Zimmermann 
Two years later Messrs. Hunt & Clapp bought out 
the original owners of the laboratory. The busi¬ 
ness so prospered that in 1892 it was Incorpor.ited, 
under the above name, with $75,(X)9 capital, by 
buying out Hunt & Clapp. 

It was while in active management of the Pitts¬ 
burg Testing Laboratory that Capt. Hunt becamt- 
interested in Charles M. Hall’s process for the 
reduction of aluminum, which he. In company with 
the inventor. Anally developed Into the important 
works of the Pittsburg Reduction Co. Mr. Hall 
had invented his process over two years before, 
and a year previous had been associated with the 
Cowles Co., of Lockport, N. Y. This company ex¬ 
perimented with the process under an option from 
the inventor, but abandoned it, not thinking it of 
value as compared with their own process. Mr. 
Hall shortly afterward made the acquaintance of 
Mr. Hunt, and naturally brought the proces.s in 
whose success he was so much Interested to the 
attention of the latter. Mr. Hunt’s education and 
Intimate knowledge of chemistry made him at 
once recognize the merit of the scientlAc princi¬ 
ples involved in the process, and as soon as he had 
familiarized himself with its details, he set about 
organizing the Pittsburg Reduction Co., raising 
the capital among his personal friends In I’itts- 
burg. The further development of the manufac¬ 
ture of aluminum by this company is familiar 
knowledge to engineers, and need not be mentioned 
here, but the lesson of liberal-minded enterprise, 
based upon sound technical knowledge, which this 
little scrap of early history teaches may well be 
taken to heart by young engineers. At the time 
that Mr. Hunt and his associates began the manu¬ 
facture of aluminum by the Hall process, that 
metal was selling at $16 per pound. It now sells 

at from 30 to 40 cts. per pound. 
’The manufacture of aluminum, however, may be 

considered as only one of the important enteri rises 
of Capt. Hunt’s work as an engineer. The others 
were the opening of the lSl<;^igan Iron mines, the 
adoption of the open-hearth process In steel manu- 
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The excellent quality of material and workman¬ 
ship specifled for the steel work of the Boston 
IClevated Uailway. which we describe elsewhere 
in this Issue, will make that road perhaps the best 
built structure of its kind In the country. For all 
metal work, except rivets and adjustable mem¬ 
bers. open hearth medium steel, sub-punched and 
reamed. Is demanded. Considering the general 
favor in which soft steel is held nowadays for 
nearly all kinds of structural work, this is, per¬ 
haps, the most striking requirement of the speci- 
tlcatlon. The choice of the harder metal was 
based upon the well-known opinion of the con¬ 
sulting engineer, Mr. J. A. L«. Waddell, M. Am. 
Soc. C. K., that It Is Just as cheap to employ a 
reamed medium steel at a high intensity of work¬ 
ing strain, as it Is to employ unreamed soft steel 
at a lower intensity, when the saving in weight 
because of the higher working strength of the for¬ 
mer is considered, and that the better quality of 
the sub-punched and reamed work is thus clear 
gain. To state the argument more particularly, 
a medium steel can be strained legitimately some 
10 per cent, higher than soft steel, which allows 
a saving of about 7 per cent. In weight for de¬ 
signs In the former metal. The cost per pound of 
the two metals at the rolling mills is practically 
the same, as Is the cost of erection, also. This 
leaves the saving in weight to counterbalance the 
extra cost of reaming, which It will a little more 
than do in the average run of work. As far as the 
total cost Is concerned, therefore. It is immaterial 
whether unreamed soft steel or reamed medium 
steel Is adopted, but there Is an important ad¬ 
vantage in the superior quality of the work ob¬ 
tained by using the reamed material. 

The requirement that all reaming shall be done 
with rigid cylindrical reamers or drills, is also an 
old contention of Mr. Waddell. In a paper read 
before the American Society of Civil Engineers In 
February. 1S07, he made the assertion that In 
his opinion the use of flexibly-connected, tapered 
reamers is nothing more than a means of making 

It practicable to get rivets through badly-punched 
holes that assemble irregularly, and is not true 
reaming at all. Whatever the general opinion of 
engineers may be regarding the Justice of this as¬ 
sertion, there Is no reasonable question about the 
excellence of the workmanship, which requires all 
rivet holes to be sub-punched %-in. smaller and 
then reamed, with the members assembled, and 
using rigid, cylindrical reamers, to 1-16-ln. larger 
than the rivets. Except solid drilling, no other 
method probably would secure so good work, and 
solid drilling is as yet out of the question in the 
great majority of structural and bridge work, be¬ 
cause of Its high cost. The remaining require¬ 
ments of the specifleations for material and work¬ 
manship do not call for particular mention, ex¬ 
cept to note that the same high standards have 
been maintained throughout every detail. An¬ 
other feature of the specifleations which may also 
be mentioned in closing is the section governing 
the methods of erection In streets having over¬ 
head trolley electric lines occupying the space 
below’. So far as we recall, no similar speclflca- 
tion has heretofore been published. 

The great importance to the engineer who alms 
to keep abreast of progress in his profession, of 
keeping in close touch with the work of the lead¬ 
ing engineering societies, has made the task of re¬ 
porting the proceedings of these societies one of 
the principal duties of an engineering Journal. 
For some years Engineering News has been grad¬ 
ually enlarging and perfecting this branch of its 
work, and It may not be out of place at this time, 
when the paper is starting on the second quarter 
century of Its life, to point out briefly the large 
amount of space and editorial attention which 
"society proceedings” receives In Its columns. 
Taking the 52 numbers of the calendar year of 
181)8 as the basis, an examination shows that an¬ 
nouncements and reports of the proceedings of 200 
different technical societies were regularly pre¬ 
sented in our columns. As most of our readers 
have probably observed, the system which we 
have adopted for handling this great mass of en¬ 
gineering society news. Is, first, to record in a 
special department In our "Construction News 
Supplement” each week the dates, and, so far as 
possible, the subjects of approaching meetings, to¬ 
gether with a brief summary of the papers and 
discussions at meetings recently held. The brev¬ 
ity of these announcements prevents, of course, 
any abstract of the papers. What we aim to do Is 
to present In this department an "Index” to cur¬ 
rent technical literature as presented before tech¬ 
nical societies, so that the reader who follows It 
from week to week may learn of any paper whose 
subject Is of especial Interest to him, and may 
take his own measures to obtain a copy of it, 
from the Secretary of the Society before which it 
is read or from the author. Besides this, a large 
proportion of these pai>ers come sooner or later 
before the editors, and such of them as are deemed 
to be of greatest value to the readers of Engi¬ 
neering News are selected for separate publica¬ 
tion, in full or in abstract. 

In the second place, an extended report of the 
annual and semi-annual meetings of the national 
engineering societies, and of other national socie¬ 
ties most closely affiliated with engineering, is pre¬ 
sented in the main body of the paper, where it will 
be preserved and available for reference in bind¬ 
ing. 

Referring again to our examination to determine 
the amount of space devoted to reports of techni¬ 
cal societies in the issues of this Journal for 1898, 
we find that the average space occupied by so¬ 
ciety proceedings in our Supplement during 1898 
was two columns in each issue, or, altogether, KM 
columns, or over 22 pages of nonpareil (the small¬ 
est type used in Engineering News). In the body 
of the paper full reports were published of 36 dif¬ 
ferent annual or semi-annual conventions, which 
aggregated 132 columns, or 44 pages of nonpareil 
matter. This does not include the numerous pa¬ 
pers read at the meetings, which were published 
in full or in abstract under separate titles, nor the 
editorial discussions of society work which ap¬ 
peared from time to time. Of the 36 conventions, 
23 were attended and reported by members of the 
regular editorial staff of the paper, and the re¬ 

ports of the others were obtained throug; 
secretaries, official stenographers, or other ; ar¬ 
sons attending the meeting by special arr . 
ments made in advance of the meeting. The Ug. 
urea are a pretty good indication not only he 
enormous growth of engineering society work ut 
also of the breadth of the field which Engln- ng 
News is aiming to cover for its readers. 

"Engineering is the Art of Making a I> ar 
Earn the Most Interest,” is the heading ih 
which Mr. E. H. McHenry begins his instru us 
to engineers engaged in railway location i. ihe 
service of the Northern Pacific Hy. Co.* is 
definition of engineering is new to us. Wbetl r it 
is original with Mr. McHenry or not we U<' i.m 
know; but it condenses so much wisdom in su u a 
small compass that it deserves a place in the 
memory of every engineer. It is perhaps not -o 
broad as some other definition of the engin r s 
work, but it is none the worse for that. The 
broader definitions include a good deal of \v<uk 
which in these days does not deserve to be culiel 
engineering work at all. In the work of railway 
location for example, to which Mr. McHenry s 
terse definition was intended especially to apply, 
there are a great many men who can lay down a 
line of railway to run from somewhere to some¬ 
where with grades and curves over which traai.-i 
can be run with safety at fair speed. But how 
many are the men who can lay down that line 
which shall so unite the elements of small first 
cost, low operating expense and best facilities for 
collecting traffic that the dollars invested in it 
shall earn the most interest? It may be said with 
truth that such a problem is impossible of detin- 
ite solution, since it depends upon elements which 
the future has yet to determine. An approximate 
solution must be made, however, and is made in 
every case, although it is often only the roughe.st 
sort of guess at the final result. It is the prov¬ 
ince of the engineer to replace rough guesses 
by careful estimates. It is his business to a.'^i er- 
tain the probabilities as to the future volume of 
traffic and other unknown fhetors, and to use tins 
knowledge in solving the problem of making the 
dollar earn the most interest. 

We have used railway location only as an illus¬ 
tration. The definition is as true of the design of 
a boiler plant, a mining outfit, an ocean steamer, 
or any other class of work which the engineer 
has to do. In all these varied fields the engineer 
finds himself in competition with men who can do 
the same things and reach the same results; the 
difference is that the engineer will aim to reac h 
not only results but the best results. 

We are aware that there was an older tyte, an 
older school of engineering not yet quite extinct, 
to which this definition did not at all apply. 
Judged by the practice of this school, engineering 
was the art of building strong and monumental 
works, designed according to precedent, built to 
endure. This type of engineering still continues 
to a certain extent on the other side of the water. 
The type of engineering which Mr. McHenry has 
defined has in large measure especially charactir- 
ized the work of American engineers. It is en¬ 
gineering of this sort which is putting an Amer¬ 
ican bridge across the Nile and sending American 
locomotives to India, and American steel and iron 
all over the world. 

RAILWAY COMPETITION WITH CANALS IN NEW YORK. 

The expert commission appointed by Gov. Roo.se- 
velt to Investigate and report upon the ques¬ 

tion: What shall the State of New York do with 
its canals? has issued a circular letter asking for 
the presentation to it of data and opinions upon 
this subject. We quote from this letter as fol¬ 
lows: 

Sir: The Oovemor of New York has requeeteJ this 
committee to report to him before the next meeting of 
the legislature what is best to be done about the canals. 
Briefly, the facts In the case are as follows: 

The tonnage on the (finals has steadily diminished from 
6,673,370 tons in 1872 to 3,360,063 tons In 1808. Totii 
within the last few years the diminution has been ch rliy 
on the smaller canals. The Brie Canal, which carried 
3,500,000 tons in 1871, bad 3,235,000 tons in 1803: and 
the Champlain Canal, which hady 1,100,000 tons in i''?!. 

\ 

*Eng. News, April 20, p. 251. 
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led 1 020.000 tonf In 1892. Since 1893, owing to the 

rovement* on the railroads and the reducUon of rail 

»nd the lack of Improvements on the canals, the 

on these canals has also diminished; In 1898 the 

Canal carrying 2,300.000 tons and the Champlain 

al about 800.000 tons. 
• ih»5 the legislature authorized, and the people by 

approved, the expenditure of 59.000,000 for Increas- 

•be depth of the Erie and Oswego canals from 7 ft. 

• ft In the canal bed and 8 ft. In the masonry struc- 

,s and 2 ft leas In the Champlain Canal. The appro- 

ion Is exhausted, and the work is stopped. The com- 

,„n appointed last year by Governor Black has re- 

'mI that 36% of the work Is completed and 64% Is yet 

>.e done, and that to complete this project. Including 
,ble modern locks at Cohoes, Little Falls, Newark 

J I^kport, will cost approximately $1.'>,000,000.2 Our 

k is to study the question In the light of existing facts 

: 1 r. commend to the Governor the best course to pursue 

I lor the circumstances as he found them on taking 

r , 0 Wo shall endeavor to obtain and present In an 

1- • clligiblo form the necessary sUtistlcs of commerce and 

freight rates In order to form an Intelligent Judgment, 

a d, in addition, we desire to have the opinion and advice 

of those who are competent to give them. 
It seems to us that there are five possible solutions of 

the problem: ' 
,1) To complete the present project of enlarging the 

Krle, Oswego and Champlain canals at a further coat of 

jV. I’lOO.tiOO (or $24,000,000 In all). The benefits to be 

.lerived from this project are estimated by competent en- 

Biiicers at a saving of l.H cts. per bushel of wheat from 

lluffalo to New York, or a reduction from the present coat 

of l b mill per ton per mile to 1.0 mill per ton per mile, 

and a corresponding reduction In other traffic, on Its ca- 

|,,oity of about 15.000,000 tons per annum. It Is under¬ 

stood that this present project Includes the construction 

of pneumatic locks at Lockport and Cohoes, the length¬ 

ening of all other locks on the Erie and Oswego canals 

so as to take in two canal boats, each 115 ft. In length, 

and these two canals made suitable for boats of a draft 

of 8 ft. This project provides for the Champlain Canal 

draft of 6 ft., and a possible substitution of slack 

water navigation on the Hudson River wherever practi¬ 

cable between Fort Edward and Troy in place of the ex¬ 

isting canal structure. 
To enlarge the present locks on the Erie Canal at 

once to a length of 200 ft., a width of 26 ft. and a depth of 

II ft., making them suitable (or boats 23 ft. wide. 12.3 

ft. long and 10 ft. draft. The project would cost about 

$t>.(sio,(NiO. It would permit the use of boats of 6 ft. 

draft, as at present, but with increased width and 

length, and having a capacity of about 420 tons or 14,000 

bushels of wheat, in place of 240 tons or 8,000 bushels of 

wheat, at present carried. It is estimated that the use 

of such boats would result in a saving of 1 1-10 cts. per 

bushel of wheat, or a reduction to 1.0 mill per ton mile. 

With the locks thus enlarged, the question of Increasing 

the size of the prism could be considered separately with 

the following results: 

(a) With the size of the canal prism increased so as to 

complete the existing project, making it suitable (or boats 

of 8 ft. draft, and of the length and width above stated; 

these would have a capacity of about 620 tons or 20,667 

bushels of wheat, instead of 240 tons or about 8,000 bush¬ 

els of wheat, as at present. It is estimated that the use 

of such boats will result in a saving of 1% cts. per bushel 

of wheat, or a reduction to 8-10 of a mill per ton mile. 

The cost of this work on the prism, outside of the locks, 

is estimated at about $14,000,000, and its adoption would 

utilize and make available the work that has been done 

under the $9,000,000 Act. 

(b) With the size of the canal prism Increased so as to 

make it suitable (or boats of 10 ft. draft, and of the length 

and width above stated, these would have a capacity of 

about 820 tons or 27,333 bushels of wheat. Instead of 240 

tons or 8,000 bushels of wheat, as at present. It Is esti¬ 

mated that the use of such boats will result In a saving 

of 1 4-10 cts. per bushel of wheat, or a reduction to 0.7 

mill per ton mile. The cost of this work on the prism, 

outside of 'the locks. Is estimated at about $24,000,000, 

and Its capacity at 20,000,000 tons per annum. 

3. To construct a barge canal continuously descending 

all the way to the Hudson River from Lake Erie, with a 

depth of 12 ft., and suitable tor barges of 1,200 to 1,500 

tuns, which can be towed on the lakes if desired. The 

cost of this is approximately estimated at $30,(KK),000, 

and the saving at 1.55 cts. per bushel of wheat from Buf¬ 

falo to New York, or a reduction over present cost of 

1.8 mills per ton mile to 0.6 mill per ton mile. Its ca¬ 

pacity is estimated at 23,000,000 tons per annum. 

(4) To construct a ship canal with a depth of 20 to 30 

ft. suitable for lake and ocean vessels of 5,000 to 10,000 

tuns capacity. The cost of such a ship canal, depending 

upon its size and the route adopted, is estimated at from 

JJpo.tioo.lXW to $500,000,000. This ship canal project is 

under consideration by the Federal government. Congress 

having appropriated $240,000 (or surveys and authorized 

the appointment of a Deep Water Way Commission, which 

is now vigorously prosecuting surveys along the Oswego- 

Mohawk and the Champlain routes with a view to forming 
an accurate estimate of the cost. 

5. To abandon the canals entirely, as has been done in 

some other states, and dispose of the property interests 

therein to private individuals or corporations on the best 

terms which can be secured, or to make some other use 

of the property (or the benefit of the state. 

It will be understood, of course, that the figures 
which the committee presents are merely such ap¬ 
proximations as they have been able to make from 
their present knowledge. At least one member of 
the committee, however, has already given exhaus¬ 
tive study to the problem, so that these figures are 
not by any means to be taken as mere wild 
guesses. 

The committee has before it an exceedingly dif¬ 
ficult task. It would be difficult enough if present 
conditions were all that needed to be studied; 
but the committee must not only ascertain present 
conditions, but approximate those of the future 
as best it can. The canal in its present condition 
is admittedly obsolete. It can no longer compete 
with the railways In handling even the cheapest 
bulk freights. It seems to us, therefore, that one 
of the first questions which the commission ought 
to determine is, the extent to which the railway 
is likely to compete with the canal in the future. 
Will the canal, when each or any of these im¬ 
provements are completed, be able to carry goods 
at less cost than the railways with which It will 
be in competition? 

In order to answer this question, we must ascer¬ 
tain what railway companies are doing at the 
present time In the movement of freight at low 
rates and low cost, and also try to see, if we can. 
what further reductions In the cost of freight car¬ 
riage by rail are likely to be made In the near 
future. 

If the reader will turn to our issue of two week.- 
ago (April 27, p. 257), he will find a statement of 
the rates fixed by the Trunk Line Association for 
grain freights by rail from Buffalo to New York 
for the present season. The rate on wheat Is 
equivalent to 2.3 mills per ton mile. The rate on 
corn Is equivalent to 1.8 mills per ton mile. Last 
week announcement was made of the shipment of 
oats from Chicago to New York by the Lake Shore 
& Michigan Southern at 12 cts. per 100 lbs., or 2.4 
mills per ton mile. 

The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. has become noted 
for Its achievements In the carriage of soft coal 
over a mountain road at astonishingly low cost. 
In our issue of Sept. 9, 1897, we reviewed some of 
the work which this road has done, and recorded 
an average rate of only 2..53 mills per ton mile 
for the carriage of soft coal. We believe the 
Pennsylvania has carried coal at rates as low as 
this or lower, although we are now unable to quote 
exact figures. 

We have selected these cases almost at random 
as examples of what railways can accomplish at 
the present day in the cheap movement of bulk 
freights. It is to be noted that all these cases are 
examples from the traffic of solvent roads, which 
are doing business for the profit there is In it, and 
which do not pretend to claim that they are car¬ 
rying traffic at cost. Nor is there any reason to 
suppose that these rates, low as they are, do not 
afford a fair profit to the railway company hand¬ 
ling the traffic. What makes them possible is, first 
of all, an enormous volume of freight to he hauled 
between terminals, and, second, a long distance to 
haul It. Given these essentials and a track with 
easy grades and curves, proper terminal facilities 
and rolling stock, and freight can be moved by rail 
at a profit even at the low figures which are 
quoted above. 

Actual computation may make this a little 
clearer. Suppose we have a train of forty 3l>-ton 
cars (the present standard modern freight car), 
all loaded to their full capacity, or 1,290 tons of 
paying load. At only 2*4 mills per ton mile such 
a train will earn $3 for the company every mile 
that it runs. It need hardly be said that this Is 
far above the average earnings of freight trains, 
even on the roads of heaviest traffic. For exam¬ 
ple, the average earnings of all freight trains on 
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry. In 1898 
were ?1.78 per mile run. The expenses of moving 
such a train, on the other hand, are only a trifle 
more than for moving a short way freight of a 
dozen cars. The locomotive takes considerably 
more fuel and water and oil; but these are small 
items in the cost of train movement The engine 

crew and train crew cost little. If any, more. The 
cars can be leased for Va-ct. per mile. The wear 
of rails and ties due to the Increased traffic, repre¬ 
sents, so far as is at prese-nt known, but a small 
figure. 

Railway managers know that tbe trains which 
earn money for the company are the long heavy 
through freights, even though they do carry bulk 
freights at prices which seem incredibly low. 

All their efforts have been directed in recent 
years toward increasing the train load; builillng 
more powerful locomotives, cutting down grades 
and easing curves, and the result in the eoonotnh al 
movement of freight is one of the greatest won¬ 
ders that Nineteenth Century engineering has ac¬ 
complished. 

We need only refer here to the enormous n-diic- 
tion in railway freight rates that has taken place. 
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry., already 
instanced, had an average freight rate in all 
classes of goods moved of 1..594 cts. in l<S7(t, 0.75 
ct. in 1880, 0.020 ct. in 185M). and 0.5<t2 ct. in 1898. 
These, of course, are average rates, anil the high 
rate charged on high-class merchandise, local 
shipments and short-haul traffic, must be remem¬ 
bered in estimating from this the average ton 
mile rate charged by these n>adH on long-haul 
bulk freight such as coal, ore and grain. 

So much for the present; and now what of the 
future? Railways are now, in some cases, actively 
competing for the privilege of carrying bulk 
freight at 2 to 3 mills per ton per mile. How- 
much lower than this will they be able to move 

freights ten years or twenty years hence? Is it 
reasonable to suppose that we are at the end in 
the reduction of the cost of carriage by rail? 

The chief factor in the reduction of rates In the 
past has been the increase in the tonnage and 
speed of freight trains. Rates per ton mile have 
gone down, but earnings of freight trains per mile 
run have gone up. There is still room for further 
saving, and large saving, too, by increasing the 
weight of trains. Very recently there has been a 
noticeable tendency toward increasing the size and 
hauling capacity of locomotives. The consolidation 
locomotives which were deemed extraordinarily 
powerful machines ten or fifteen years ago, are 
being replaced by larger and more powerful en¬ 
gines. 

The “record" train is growing rapidly In size. 
For example, last summer the I'ennsylvanla 
hauled a train of 130 cars, carrying 3,092 tons of 
jiaying load, with a single locomotive, a distance 
of 1(51 miles on its main line. Since this article 
was begun word has reached us of the eclipse of 
even this remarkable performance, through the 
use of the new 100,000-lb. steel ears. The Balil- 
more & Ohio recently hauled a train of 50 of these 
cars, carrying a net load of 4,999,009 Ib.s., a 4lls- 
tance of 100 miles on its road with a single locomo¬ 
tive. The 100,(K)0-lb. steel car Is beginning to be 
looked forward to as the coming standard vehicle 
for the movement of bulk freights of great volume. 
These cars greatly reduce the percentage of dead 
load to paying load, and they are expected to be 
far more durable than wooden cars, and to effect 
a large reduction in the cost of car repairs. A 
train of 40 such cars, all fully loaded, will not be 
Ioniser than many freight trains now run in regu¬ 
lar service; yet it will carry a paying load of 
2,000 tons. The hauling of such a train presents 
no difficulties on any railway of light grades and 
easy curves. Locomotives now in service can ac¬ 
complish it without difficulty. The running ex¬ 
penses of such a train need be very little In excess 
of those of an ordinary freight train, and Its suc¬ 
cessful operation is merely a. matter of suitable 
terminals for receiving and dl.stributlng the 
freight, and proper yards for handling the train at 
the end of engine stages while on Us Journey. 

We have made It plain, we hope, that the cost 
of moving bulk freights In large volumes over 
long hauls depends primarily on the size of the 
train load. It is also beyond dispute that a further 
great Increase In the train load is entirely practi¬ 
cable and certain to be made, where traffic condi¬ 
tions permit. What limits can we set, then, to the 
further reduction of freight rates, and what possi¬ 
bilities or probabilities In this direction are al¬ 
ready In sight? As we have seen above, the rates 
are already recorded below 2 mills per ton mile. 

Does it seem unreasonable to suppose that larger 
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cara, heavier locomotlvea, and the heavier train 
loads which these will make possible, will yet 
brine about a rate of one mill per ton mile, and 
that many now in mature life may survive to see 
it? Even this low rate would give earnings of $‘2 
per train mile, with an average train load of 2,000 
tons; and in view of the remarkable performances 
of the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio 
above recorded, we see no reason to doubt that 
such average train loads may even, under present 
conditions, be moved with success in the regulai 
course of traffic. 

Perhaps a railway freight rate of 1 mill per ton 
mile may seem incredible; but it is no more in¬ 
credible than the reductions which have taken 
place in freight rates in the past quarter century 
would have seemed to those who looked forward 
at that time. 

Of coursp, it will be clearly understood that what 
has Just been said applies only to the special con¬ 
ditions of enormously heavy traffic and lung hauls; 
but these are exactly the conditions which exist in 
the case under discussion. Nowhere in the world, 
probably, is there such a vast volume of through 
traffic to be hauled a long distance as that which 
is collected at the lower LAke ports, and the cities 
on the Atlantic seaboard. It is this great volume 
of traffic which has extended the life of the old 
Erie Canal after nearly all the other large canals 
built in the early part of this century have been 
abandoned, and it is this great volume of traffic 
which makes possible a lower ton-mile rate for 
freight movement by rail than has been anywhere 
else attained. 

If it be granted, as we think it must be, that 
any future artiticlal waterway from Lake Erie to 
the Hudson may have to face railway competition 
at 1 to 2 mills per ton mile, the serious question 
for the State of New York is whether any water¬ 
way can be made which will meet such competi¬ 
tion. The figures assumed by the committee for 
the various waterways which they propose are: 
For a canal improved according to present plans, 
1 mill per ton mile. For a canal with widened 
locks, 1 mill per ton mile; widened locks and 8-ft. 
draft, 0.8 mill per ton mile. Widened locks and 
10-ft. draft, 0.7 mill per ton mile; 12-ft barge 
canal, 0.6 mill per ton mile. 

These figures, however, represent the mere cost 
of running the boats. They do not represent the 
real coat of the traffic, for the cost of maintenance 
of the canal itself and the interest on the invest¬ 
ment that must be made for its improvement are 
entirely omitted. To compare them with the rail¬ 
way rates we should omit from the latter all that 
part of the earnings which go to pay for main¬ 
tenance of the roadway and Interest on the bonds. 
If, on the other hand, we make reasonable as¬ 
sumptions for the volume of traffic on any of the 
proposed waterways, we find that when we Include 
the cost of their maintenance, and the interest on 
the investment, the total cost is nearly or quite 
equal to what we may be fairly assumed as the 
probable cost of carriage by rail. 

It must be remembered, moreover, that nearly 

all freight will go by rail rather than canal, even 
at a somewhat higher rate. It seems to us, there¬ 
fore, that New York must face the prospect that 
no matter what improvements she may make in 
the Erie Canal, the railways which compete with 
it will still carry the bulk of the traffic. 

There is, however, one aspect of this question 
which should not be overlooked, and that is. the 
influenece of the canal as a competitor in com¬ 
pelling the lowering of railway rates. We have 
pointed out that the railways can, if they are com¬ 
pelled to do so, carry the traffic at a total cost as 
low or lower than any waterway; but will they do 
this If the influence of the canal as an independent 
competitor is removed? Will the competition of 
other routes to the seaboard, of the Canadian 
waterways and rail lines, of the railways termin¬ 
ating at Philadelphia, Baltimore and the Gulf 
ports, be sufficient to compel the trunk lines be¬ 
tween Buffalo and New York to continue the im¬ 
provement of their facilities and the reduction of 
their rates, as would an improved waterway on the 

line of the Erie Canal? 
From this point of view the moderate improve¬ 

ment and maintenance of the Erie Canal may be 
worth all it costs, even if it carries no more freight 
In future years than at the present time. L>egis- 

lation can comi>el the lowering of exorbitant rail¬ 
way rates; but it cannot compel the introduction 
of improved methods of operation and economies 
to reduce the cost of railway service. We must 
look to competition to effect this. 

There are other aspects of the problem before 
the New York Canal committee which space does 
not permit us to consider. We believe, however, 
that the point of view we have set forth is the 
correct one; and that, if New York decides to im¬ 
prove and maintain its canal, it should do so with 
the full understanding that their office is to serve 
as a potential regulator of railway rates, rather 
than actually to handle any large volume of 
traffic. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 

Coicrcte Cblmscys. 
Sir: Though having replied once to A. D. R., whose 

query was published In the Engineering News of March 

16, 18UU, 1 wish to ask your Indulgence of a second reply, 

the material for which came to my notice to-day. Mr. 

Kr. von Kmperger, in Paper No. 7(16, Trans. Am. Soc. 

of C. B., 18U4, treating of highway bridges, says: 

Two concrete structures which give the best proof of 
the elastic properties of this material (concrete) may be 
mentioned. One is a chimney luu ft. high, in Ireland, in 
one piece of concrete, which has stood the heaviest 
storms; and another example, which is cited by Mr. A. 
Kella, are wine tanks of a capacity of bU.UUO gallons (of 
concrete only), in Agram, Hungary, which stood the last 
earthquake without cracking. A further proof is the use 
of concrete in railroad structures directly below the tie. 

In the discussion of the above paper it Is brought out 

that Mr. Thaddeus Hyatt, in a book published by himself 

In 1877, mentions a factory building of bis in Farringdon 

Road, London, as being built of re-enforced concrete, 

and also states that in a letter addressed to Mr. Hyatt, 

by the "eminent American experimenter, R. O. Hatfield, 

and who tested combination" concrete beams as early as 

1855, he, Mr. Hatfield, from his Investigations, concludes 

that the method of combining iron and steel with con¬ 

crete "should be applicable also to bridge construction," 

and urges its use in the construction of lighthouses, 

chimneys, stairways, etc. The dates and authorities given 

are of value. Yours respectfully, 

Paterson, N. J., May 6, 1899. Wm. Wallace Christie. 

The Calcilatiog of Strcises la the Boaa Bridie. 

sir: As regards the formulas for the calculation of the 

stresses of statically indeterminate arches, there are en¬ 

gineers who consider that the various methods are not all 

they could wish for from a scientific standpoint. The 

calculation is tedious, and after the results are finally 

obtained misgivings arise as to their practical value. It 

is one thing to theorise where no responsibility is at¬ 

tached. It is quite another thing for those who have 

charge of responsible work to use formulas which are 

considered theoretically and practically uncertain. This 

applies to all three methods of calculation in use: 

(1) Maxwell's method, which is briefly treated in Prof. 

Greene’s "Graphical Statics,” and is the method used by 

American engineers; (2) Weyrauch's method, which makes 

use of the neutral axis and applies strictly only to trusses 

whose chords are parallel, and which has been very fully 

treated by Prof. Mueller-Breslau and recently by Prof. 

Howe, in his book on arches, and (3) Mohr's method, 

which was developed by Dr. Winkler, and which is the 

best in use. This method is treated in an article by Prof. 

Mueller-Breslau In the "Zeltacbrift des Architekten und 

Ingenieur Vereins tu Hannover" for 1881. He states the 

principles very clearly and gives examples with original 

approximate methods. 

Besides the uncertainties due to design, there are those 

due to workmanship and to erection, which the formulas 

cat not take Into account. These uncertainties have a 

much more serious effect than in the case of statically de¬ 

terminate trusses. For Instance, take the Bonn arch, 

concerning which Mr. Frits Mueller von der Werra has 

written such an admirable account for the Engineering 

News. The large center span was first erected and left 

standing all winter. During this time there was a hori- 

sontal reaction on but one side of the piers. Could any¬ 

one foretell how much the piers would give so as to allow 

for it in the ealculation? A slight change in span would 

alter all the stresses materially. However, as a matter of 

fact, the piers spread but little. Again there is the ques¬ 

tion of connecting the two parts In erection so that the 

chords shall have the prescribed initial stresses. Can 

this be done so that tho stresses will be as determined by 

the calculations? 
Mr. Frits Mueller von der Werra, in his communication 

in Engineering News of May 4, sutes that the curving of 

the chord members “has a purely local effect on the re¬ 

spective member, and does not complicate or render mors 

suUcslly Indeterminate the framework as a whole, and 

can, without Involving objectionable statical complications 

in the rest of the truss, be readily uken care 

bandy and perspicuous formula, such as gives 

first place, Mr. Frits Mueller von der Werra 

stood the article which he criticises. I did no- 

consider the curving of one member in its efi. 

others, not because there is no such action, bu- 

it is generally too small to be considered. \v. 

ever, he states that there Is no such action, I beg 

Any cause which changes the length of any me 

fecu the stresses in all the other members 1 

three such causes acting, namely, temperature, 

stresses of tension and compression, and ben'l 

regards the last, whatever Increases the bending 

the stresses produced by this action, and a cur. 

on account of its eccentricity will change its le-. 

than a straight piece.' Generally, It is very true 

tion is so slight that it may be neglected as affe 

other members. Nevertheless, it does exist, an, 
should be so designed, as regards the eccentric!’> 

loading at the Joints, the section chosen, the 1 

curvature, etc., as to reduce it as much as possi 

curving of the chords adds a new factor to tiie 

uncertain calculated amounts, increases the we 

creases the expensive elements of cost in shop lab; 

siderably, and absolutely necessitates the proces.^ 

nealing, which process must be done in an except 
thorough and careful manner. 
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In the second place, as regards this "handy a^l per- 

spicuous formula, such as given.” Where is it to be 

found? The only practical methods 1 know of are the 

three mentioned above. Of course, I do not mean that 

there are no others. Only that 1 should be deliglited to 

find an easy and accurate formula lor the calculation ul 
arches of this nature. Very truly, 

Alex. Rice M Kim. 
106 East 23d St., New York, May 6, 181 »9. 

Conceralng the Prismoidal Formula. 

Sir: Mr. “X.,” in yours of April 13, referring to the 

question "how many cubic yards are there in a luo-tt 

rock-cut having vertical sides 27 ft. apart, and the cut¬ 

tings of which at the regular 100 ft. stations are .'i tt. 

33^ ft., 43 ft., 33 ft. and 3 ft.?"shows the well-known (act 

that where there are no side slopes in an excavation the 

result will be the same whether obtained by the so-called 

prismoidal formula or by average end areas. Hut the 

ordinates being those of two parabolic curves, the con¬ 

tents of the rock cut can be easily shown to be 12,000 

cu. yds. instead of 11,350 cu. yds., as by the prismoidal 

formula and average end areas. 

As Mr. "X.” seems to object to 100-ft. Intervals, there 

Is no objection on my part to reducing them from 100 

ft. to 10 ft. each, which makes the true result l.'.’Oo cu. 

yds., as against 1,135 cu. yds. by prismoidal formula 

If we go further, and divide all dimensions by 10, and 

assume that we ask some good marine architect to com¬ 

pute the weight of a rocker keel of lead for a yacht giving 

dimensions as follows: 40 ft. long, to side 2.7 ft., depth 

at 10-ft. Intervals to be 5 ft., 8.35 ft., 4.3 ft., 3.3 ft and 

3 ft., bis answer will be, calling lead .41 lbs. per cubic 

inch, 102.47 'gross tons, being 5.5 tons in excess of the re 

suit by prismoidal formula, and the very considerable 

discrepancy of 5.7% from the "X.” result—quite too great 

a margin for sbipwork, as it would make $100 to quarrel 

about in the price of the keel; It would give a wrong dis 

placement for the yacht, and would ruin all of the care¬ 

fully made calculations of her stability under sail. 

In the example as first given, the "prismoidal formula' 

would do the rock-man out of perhaps one thousand 

dollars, for which, if the affair came into court, the engi¬ 

neer might, like the unjust steward, be commende<l -and 

he might not. 
The true answer can be found by using Section 4.1.>1 

of the “Revised Statutes of the United States ” This 

formula is used at least one thousand times where the 

so-called prismoidal formula, as set forth in 1883 by J. 

Macneill, Esq., C. E., is used once, and besides being, as 

tar as I am aware, the only rule (or such measurements 

established by statute in this country, is also the legal 

guide in every civillxed country In the world. 

To go back of the legal history of this rule, we find It 

used by Moorsom, and by all writers on naval architec¬ 

ture as far as the time of Jacobo Stirling, whemu it is 

often called in England, Stirling's rule, and it is not too 

much to say that It is universally used with slight modi¬ 

fications in all calculations of the displacement and s'abil¬ 

ity of ships, both vessels of war and commerce. 
To do away with the mystery with which many regard 

the prismoidal formula as enveloped, let us consider that, 

when used as it ought to bo, it is simply one 0? the 

parabolic rules, and will measure all solids and siiaces 

having a fair claim to regularity of shape, and is r.'t by 

any means confined to the rather simple case of a pris- 

moid. 
The "prismoidal formula," as commonly understo.'l by 

the engineer in this country, may bo described th > as 

applied to a single "section” of railroad work: 

I-et 

b »the area of one end section, 

t the area of the other end ^MCtion, 

JiL 



May n, iSqO- 

a »tb* ar** of a McUoa midway batween tha two ends 

and daducad (rom them, 

j tbe solidity. 

Then the forumla Is S — b -f 4 m .(■ t x ^ b. 
Tbs role habitually used In all marina work Is preclaely 

ue same In form, the only difference beinc In the tact 

..at tbe midway section. Instead of being "deduced," Is 

lif-asured. This means In effect that if the area of the 

jtd-section is found by measurement to be either more or 

...s than that of a prlsmold bounded by straight lines, 

l.en that plus or minus difference is shown in the re- 

lung solidity, instead of being totally disregarded. 

The error arising from the use of a deduced mid-sac- 

t.uu is quite too large. In our rock-cut example, but is far 

greater in measuring a hemisphere of, say, 100 ft. 

.jjeter. Here tha base or one end section is 7,8b4 sq. 

and the vertex or other end section is sero. Tho "ds- 

.luctMl” mid-section Is l,963.b sq. ft., and the solidity 

l.iO.OOO cu. ft. but by Stirling's or any of the parabolic 

ii..es, tbe measured mid-section is 5,890 sq. ft, and tbe 

^.Udlty 261.800 cu. ft. which is the true volume of a 

1 0-ft. hemisphere, and Just 100% more than the "piis- 

iiaiidal" rule gives, and 33.3% more than by the poor old 

average end area rule. 
1( some young—or old—engineer, who takes a real inter¬ 

est in tbe study of his profession would, before using 

(It duced mid-sections, try plotting by the "curve of areas” 

the sections not only of prismoids, but cones, pyramids, 

spheres, and different solids of revolution, etc., he would 

he apt to come in view of some amusing things. Or, if 

that should be too much trouble, let him open some rudi- 

uientary treatise on shipbuilding.and read a few pages 

un tbe calculation of displacement. I would not ask him 

lu go too far into the various rules, such as Stirling's 

(first and second), Weddle’s, Durand’s or the five-eight 

rule, but only enough to get a good general idea of the 

measurement of solids, as the full literature of the sub¬ 

ject is too much for any one busy man to fairly cope 

with. In the meantime, it might be well for him to allow 

me to pass on to him Mr. "X.'s’’ advice to "let the prls- 

moldal formula alone;” at least, until be is sure he can 

make it measure a rock cut a hundred feet long In 25 ft. 

stations without a blunder of over five per cent. 

Certainly an average engineer, professional or unpro¬ 

fessional, ought to be taught as much of the mensuration 

of solids as a draftsman in a mould-loft uses every day. 
Yours truly, "W.” 

New York, April 27, 1899. 

A Secliofitl ThIrd'Rall Electric Street Railway System. 

Sir: I have read with a great deal of interest your ar¬ 

ticle on "The Sectional Third-Rail System at Manhattan 

Heach” (Bng. News, April 27). With regard to your 

criticism of the system in the last paragraph of your ar¬ 

ticle, I think that perhaps some of tbe following data 

will interest your readers and trust you will find space 

for the same in your columns. 

In the Murphy system there are about 180 switches per 

mile of single track, and these switches constitute about 

one-third of the total cost for outside construction. The 

switches are of course the first item of depreciation that 

the engineer anticipates. The rest of the outside construc¬ 

tion may Justly be considered to be of a most permanent 

character and liable to only slight depreciation, perhaps 

1 or 2%. In short, its permanent character will very 

closely approach that of the actual track itself. If, then, 

tbe item of depreciation of tbe syrltches be written at 10%, 

the total depreciation on outside construction, allowing 

1% for the track, would only be a total of 4^%, which is 

by no means an excessive figure, especially as the de¬ 

preciation of overhead trolley construction is written at 

15% by conservative engineers. 

Anything exposed to rain storms, ice storms, wind 

storms, lightning and the like, is bound to depreciate very 

rapidly and to such destructive influences the sectional 

conductor system will, I think, be conceded to be prac¬ 

tically impervious. 

The Safety Third-Rail Electric Co. are now considering 

and will doubtless adopt a guarantee to maintain their 

switches on any road they may construct for a yearly 

sum equivalent to 10% of the first cost of the switches. 

This, it seems to me, should. In a measure, dispose of 

the maintenance problem. 

Regarding the matter of leakage I trust you will pardon 

me if I venture to state that I think tbe amount of leak¬ 

age baa been somewhat exaggerated, and in substantia¬ 

tion of my objection I submit tbe following figures ob¬ 

tained by actual experiments at Manhattan Beach, N. Y. 

An exposed section on one of the third rails was made 

live by blocking up one of the switches, and a mllll-am- 

meter was placed in series with the track. The following 

tests were then made to determine what would be the leak¬ 
age current 
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An attempt was next made to produce extraordinary 

conditions in order to make the leakage current sufll- 

eient to bold up the automatic switch. Tbe track was 

Hooded with salt water from tbe ocean, which dissolved 

the rock salt already sprinkled on the track and made a 

strong solution of salt, mud and water. In this case tbe 

leakage current varied from 8 to 12 amperes and the 

switch stayed up. These conditions, however, were so 

severe that It is fair to assume that they would never 

obtain In practice. It was also interesting to note under 

these conditions that there was no doubt to the casual 

observer that the section was live. The mud and water 

boiled, arced and sputtered violently. 

Tbe present switches on the system are set to hold up 

at 12 amperes. The minimum current required to operate 

a car of the ordinary type varies from 16 tc ‘20 amperes 

and it is intended to set the switches for a minimum 

bolding up current of higher value, thus practically 

eliminating the possibility of the severest conditions that 

obtained In this test from making a section live. 

In view of the foregoing 1 think it is not unreasonable 

to say that the chances of damage from 500-volt currents 

due to falling overhead wires in the trolley system are 

much greater than are the chances of a live section of 

this system being left in the roadway. 

I also venture to enclose you some further data on leak¬ 

age tests made independently, which are quoted from a 

paper on "Electric Traction by Surface Contacts," by 

Miles Walker, which appears in the April issue of the 

“Journal of Institution of Electrical Engineers" (Eng¬ 

land). These tests practically substantiate those already 

made, and are Just as pertinent, though they were made 

on a sectional conductor system of a different character 

from that at Manhattan Beach. Tbe difference between 

tbe two sets of tests are doubtless due to different areas 

of exposed conductor. 

Data on Leakage Tests. 
Current leaking 

Conditions of road. in amperes. 
Track covered with very wet mud, and 

water ^ to %-ln. deep, so as to make 
the very worst street condition. Tha 
skate resting on two studs at .500 volts 
above earth. The mud between the studs 
touching the skate at Intervals along its 
length. Total leakage from tbe two studs. 3.9 

The same after standing 5 min. 4.5 
After one stroke of a brush so as to re¬ 

duce the depth of mud and water to 
%-ln. • 23 

One stud with short skate resting on it. 
Wet mud about %-ln. deep. 12 

The same with mud deeper. Very bad 
road conditions. 2.5 

Tbe same with thin mud and water as it 
would be on an ordinary wet day. 0.4 

The same dry .Practically none 

It must also be remembered that in the Murphy System 

each car carries a brush which sweeps away tbe slush and 

mud before tbe contact shoe impinges upon it, so that the 

worst conditions that could be created with natural re¬ 

sources would be very much mitigated before the car be¬ 

gan to take current from the section. 

It is further to be noted that tbe leakage rated would 

obtain only for the very brief interval during which the 

car was over tbe section. Respectfully yours, 

E. V. Balllard. 

5 Beekman St., New York city. May 1, 1899. 

- - ^ ^ - 

SAFE LOAD ON SOIL AT NEW ORLEANS. LA. 

For the purpose of testing the bearing capacity 
of the soil in New Orleans, La., preliminary to 
erecting a steel water-tower, Mr. F. J. Llewellyn, 
M. Am. Soc. C. E., Vice-President and Chief En¬ 
gineer of the Gillette-Herzog Manufacturing Co., 
of Minneapolis, conducted a series of experiments 
in December, 1898. The point selected was on the 
outskirts of New Orleans, at the commencement 
of the swamp. In Minneapolis it is commonly as¬ 
sumed that the soli will support from 1,009 to 
1,500 lbs. per sq. ft. without subsequent compres¬ 
sion, or settlement under the load. But as a re¬ 
sult of the test In New Orleans It was concluded 
that 650 lbs. per sq. ft. was the greatest permissi¬ 
ble load. As this would have required a very large 
footing-area. It was deemed more economical to 
use piles; and 5 30-ft. piles were, therefore, driven 
under each of the four piers, capped below water- 
level, and these supported brickwork for the an¬ 
chorages only. 

The ground was tested near the works of the 
Standard Cotton Seed Oil Co., and three pits were 
dug, each 5 ft. deep and 4 ft. square. The water 
was found 18 ins. below the surface, and the bot¬ 
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above that surface. The test pits were loaded as 
follows, allowance being made for displacement: 

Pit Total per sq. ft.,lbB. Total load,lbs. 
No. 1. 6.50 6.100 
No. 2 . 1,000 9,280 
No. 3. 1.30i> 12,000 

Immediately after loading, the vertical distance 
was carefully measured between the top of the 
center of the foundation timbers and the lower 
edge of a strip stretching across the center of the 
test load, in the three cases this distance was 
8-^, 118, and 111% ins., respectively. 

The tests were commenced on Dec. 13, and on 
Dec. 17 the settlement for No. 1 was found to be 
%-in.; on Dec. 19, it was the same; but it wa.s 
l-32-in. more on Dec, 24. For No. 2 It was 5-16- 
in. on Dec. 17; 1-16-in. more on Dec. 19. and %-ln. 
more on Dec. 24. For No. 3. the settlement was 
%-ln. on Dec. 17; 1-16-ln. more on Dec. 19, and 
1-16-ln. more on Dec. 24. The weather was clear 
and cold for the lirst two days; then became 
cloudy and damp on Dec. 15, and rained on Dec. 
18; it became clear and warm on Dec. 2<>. and re¬ 
mained so until Dec. 23, when it b«'came cloudy 
and rained on Dec. 24. The necessity for getting 
to work prevented longer observations on the test 
pits; but enough was learned to make the course 
outlined above advisable. 

THE BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY. 

(With two-page plate.) 

The Boston Elevated By. Co. was incorporated 
in 1894, and in 1897 the Massachusetts State Leg¬ 
islature amended the original act by giving to the 
company additional powers and locations. As the 
law now stands the company has the following 
powers: 

(1) To construct lines of elevated railway to be operated 

by electricity or other motive power except steam, ac¬ 

cording to such routes and plana as tbe State Board of 

Railroad Commissioners may approve. 

(2) To have the Boston Transit Commission, upon com¬ 

pliance by tbe railway company with certain require¬ 

ments, construct a subway under or near Cambridge St., 

and under Bowdin Square and Court St., to connect with 

tbe existing subway; also to construct a tunnel or tun¬ 

nels of sufficient site for two railway tracks from a point 

on or near Hanover St., or such other point as tbe Com¬ 

mission may deem proper for suitable connecUon with tbe 

subway, to a point at or near Maverick Square, in East 

Boston, where a suitable connection with the surface 

tracks may be made. Finally, the Transit Commission Is 

to lease this new subway and tunnel line to the Bostun 

Elevated Ry. Co., (or Z5 years, at an annual rental of 

4T4% of the gross receipts of all lines owned, leased, or 

controlled by the railway company. 

(3) To lease and operate the lines, property, etc., of 

tbe West End Street Ry. Co., and other street privileges. 

The lease of tbe West End St Ry. Co. has already been 

made. 

Broadly summarized, the Boston Elevated Ry. 
Co. thus controls, besides its own elevated lines, all 
the vast network of street railway lines formerly 
controlled by the West End Street Ry. Co.; the 
rapid transit subway already built and additional 
subways and tunnels ordered to be biillt In tbe fu¬ 
ture, and also possesses a free field to buy or lease 
any other street and elevated lines it may desire, 
subject to the approval of the State Railroad 
Commissioners. Some idea of the great extent oi 
this transit system may be qbtalned by examining 
the accompanying map on which are shown all tbe 
lines of the West End Street Ry. Co., the route ot 
the new subway, and the proposed route of the 
elevated line proper. 

Another preliminary matter which needs to be 
noted is that the law incorporating the elevated 
railway company, as amended, provides that the 
fare charged shall not exceed "five cents for a sin¬ 
gle continuous passage in the same general direc¬ 
tion upon the roads owned, leased or operated by 
It," and, therefore, the terminal stations at Rox- 
bury and Charlestown are made transfer stations, 
at which passengers can be transferred from the 
surface to the elevated lines or vice versa. The 

Leakage From Live Section to Qround. 

Current leaking 
Conditions of track. In amperes, 

r ull length of one section of 15 ft. covered with 
*«ter. 0.06 

w Dile water was being poured on. 0.0875 
When entirely covered over with thoroughly- 

rumgled mud and water. 0.5 
Rock salt (3lbs.) liberally sprinkled over entire 

ii-ngth. leakage after tan minutes. 1. 

tom of the pit wsut in blue clay. This bottom w«u 
well probed for stumps to a depth of 8 ft., and 
none were found. On the bottom of each pit was 
laid a cypress wood foundation, 3 ft. square, and 
made of 3 X 12-ln. timbers, doubled and crossed. 
On this foundation was placed the test load; scrap 
iron being used to tbe water surface and brick 

means adopted for accomplishing this will be de¬ 
scribed further cn. 

Route.—Tbe route of the elevated line In Boston 
proper is shown by the map. Fig. 1. As will be 
seen, it connects with the subway to form a loop 
line in the business section of tbe city. Tbe total 
length of tbe line between terminals, not including 
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any of the subway, is about seven miles, and along 
this distance there will be eleven stations, located 
at an average distance of half a mile apart. The 
general character and appearance of these sta¬ 
tions were illustrated In Engineering News ot 
March Itl, 18!i8. Besides the line shown on the 
map, the charter of the company provides for two 
branch lines, one extending east into South Bos¬ 
ton, and the other running west into Cambridge, 
but neither of these are to be constructed at 
present.’ 

The line actually under construction, therefore. 
Is that shown on the map, and the state of the 
work at the present time is about as follows; The 
interfering buil'iings along the right of way are 
being torn down, and work is progressing on the 
eulunin foundations, many of which are com¬ 
pleted, and the contracts have been let for prac- 

nections as shown here and those for the ordi¬ 
nary tangent line. About the only feature of the 
colunm construction proper, which merits especial 
notice, is the use of especially rolled channel sec¬ 
tions having the form shown by Fig. 4a. The 
standard longitudinal girder construction is 
shown by Fig. 5, which shows a girder for a maxi¬ 
mum span of 63 ft. For spans of 54 ft. a girder 
differing from this only in minor details is em¬ 
ployed, and Fig. 6 shows the details of the expan¬ 
sion and fixed end construction of one of these 
girders. The two illustrations. Figs. 5 and 6, show 
all the essential main characteristics of the longi¬ 
tudinal girder construction, on the regular line 
work. At the Dudley St. terminal, where a mini¬ 
mum elevation of the tracks was desired, with the 
standard head-room below for street cars, and 
where it was necessary to prevent drippings, a 

FIG. 1.- MAP OF BOSTON, MASS., SHOWING ROUTE OF NEW ELEVATED RAILWAY, AND ITS 

CONNECTIONS WITH THE RAPID TRANSIT SUBWAY AND THE SURFACE STREET 

RAILWAYS. 

tioally all of the superstructure except the Sulli¬ 
van Square Terminal. The contracts for the 
metal work have been divided between the Pen- 
eoyd Iron Works, of Philadelphia, Pa., Carnegie 
Co., and the Pennsylvania Steel Co., of Steelton, 
Pa., the first concern having the bulk of the work. 
Ac'cording to the contracts all of the work is to be 

(•ompleted early In 19(M). 
Foundations.—The. foundation work consists 

principally of the piers on which the columns rest, 
and is being done entirely by the railway com¬ 
pany. These are of concrete founded upon solid 
rock or compact earth without piles and upon pile 
clusters where the ground is soft. Fig. 2 shows 
two of these piers uncovered, so as to display the 
three courses of concrete, while Fig. 3 shows the 
top of another pier with the cast pedestal and 
holding down bolts in place. The cost of these 
piers runs from ?2(H) to ifiUM) each. 

Superstructure.—The superstructure Is of the 
regular elevated railway deck type, in which the 
odiimns are co.-inected by cross girders, which 
carry four main longitudinal girders, two under 
each track. Fig. 4 shows the column and cross 
girder construction in detail, but. being located on 
a curve of the Dudley SL loop there is of course 
• difference between the longltudinsl girder oon- 

special through girder and solid fioor construction 
was employed, which is fully shown by Fig. 7. 

Material and Workmanship.—The character of 
the metal-work Is 'jest described by quoting from 
the specifications. These are in abstract as fol¬ 

lows; 

Inspection.—The Inspection and tests ot material will 

be made at the mills promptly on its being rolled, and the 

quality will be determined before it leaves the mills. The 

inspection of workmanship will be made at the shops and 

site at as early a period as the nature of the work will 

permit- 

Metal.—Unless otherwise specified all metal shall be of 

medium steel, but soft steel shall be used for rivets and 

adjustable members. Cast-iron may be used only for ped¬ 

estals, wheel fenders on columns or posts exposed to 

wagon traflic and for ornamentation. All steel shall be 

manufactured by either the acid or the basic open-hearth 

process, and must be uniform in character for each speci¬ 

fied kind. A chemical analysis of every melt shall show 

not over .05% of sulphur; of phosphorus, not over .04% 

in basic steel or .08% in acid steel will be allowed, except 

in rivet steel in which the phosphorus shall be limited to 

.03%. 
Tensile Teats.-The ultimate tensile strength of all steel, 

except that used tor rivets and adjustable members, shall 

be 64,000 lbs. per sq. in. Steel tor nveu and adJusUbla 

members shall havs an nlUmats tsnsils strength of K2.* 

000 Ibt. p«r ■«. Is. All tost ban must havs a tonsils 

Vol.XLI. No. IQ. 

strength within 4,000 lbs. per sq. in. of that ape<':r. 

for medium steel an elastic limit ot not less th 

half on the tensile strength of the test bar, an e 

not less than 22%, and a reduction of area not I- 

40%. In determining the ductility, the elongjtif. 

be measured after breaking on an original length c' 

in which length must occur the curve of reducti 

stretch on both sides of the point of fracture. K 

steel the elasUc limit shall not be less than .K»,i 

per sq. in. The elongation in 8 ins. shall not be h 

28%, and the reduction of area not less than .’ic 

broken samples must show a silky fracture of 
color. 

and 
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Bending and Drifting TesU.—Specimens of medi,. .e,.) 

when heated to a cherry red and cooleo m water :()■ 
F., shall be capable of bending 180* around a circle 

diameter is equal to the thickness of the test piece, »i-i,. 
out showing signs of cracking on the convex i,- 

bend. Specimens of rivet or soft steel shall be ,bie 

of bending cold 180* to a close conUct without any gns 

of cracking, and when nicked and broken, or when mets 

are cut-out after having been driven, the metal n.ust 

show a flbrous, silky structure with no crystalline am . ar- 

ance. Punched rivet holes in medium steel, pitchwi two 

diameters from a sheared edge, must stand drifting imtu 

their diameters are increased 50%, and must sb .w no 
signs of cracking the metal. 

Variation in Weight.—A varlaUon in cross section or 

weight of more than 2V^ from that specified shall be 

cause for rejection; and no excess of metal above that 

computed from the drawings exceeding 2^4% will be paij 
for. 

W’orkmanship.—The ends of all lacing-bars shall he cut 

to a neat curve concentric with the rivet hole. All ijie 

corners on plates or angles exposed to view shall be n. atly 

chamfered off at an angle of about do'. The interior 

curves in gusset plates, brackets, etc., shall be pun. hej 

or cut with dies corresponding to the radius of curvature 

so that when finished the edge will be smooth and even. 

No sharp or unftlleted re-entrant corners will be allowed 

In all cases where a steel piece. In which the full strength 

is required, has been partially heated or bent, the whole 

piece must be subsequently annealed. In pieces of sec¬ 

ondary ImporUnce where the bending is slight, said bend¬ 

ing is to be made cold and no annealing will be required. 

Crimped web stiffeners will not require annealing. 

RiveU when driven must completely fill the holes, have 

full beads concentric with the rivet holes, and be ma¬ 

chine driven whenever practicable. The machine must be 

capable of retaining the applied pressure after the upset' 

ting Is completed. Whenever possible the work shall be 

shop riveted. The following rule will generally govern 

the location of rivets: The pitch in the direction of the 

main stress shall never exceed 6 ins., except in members 

composed of only two angles, where connecting rivets may 

be spaced not exceeding IS ins. At right angles to the line 

of stress, rivet lines shall not be further apart than :tu 

times the thickness ot the thinnest plate connected, nor 

shall the outside row of rivets be further from the elge 

than 8 times the thickness of the outside plate. The dis¬ 

tance between the edge of any piece and the centre of a 

rivet bole must never be less than 1% ins., excepting fur 

lacing-bars, small angles, fillers and where especially 

shown otherwise on the drawings; and whenever practi¬ 

cable this distance shall be at least two diameters of the 

rivet. Rivet holes must be accurately spaced; the use of 

drift pins will be allowed only for bringing together the 

several parts forming a member, and they must nut be 

driven with such force as to distort the metal about the 

boles. If the boles must be enlarged to admit a rivet. It 

must be reamed. 

All rivet boles Jn steel work, if punched, shall be made 

with a punch %-in. In diameter less than the diameter ot 

the rivet intended to be used, the die being as nearly the 

same diameter as the punch as possible for each thickness 

of metal, and they shall afterwards be reamed by means 

of cylindrical drills or reamers to a diameter l-Ui-in. 

greater than that of the rivet. Before this reaming takes 

place all the pieces to be riveted together shall be assem¬ 

bled and bolted into position, then the reaming sb.all be 

done; for one of the principal objects of this clause in 

relation to sub-punching is to ensure correct matching ot 

rivet holes and the avoidance of boles of excessive diam¬ 

eter. 
All holes for field rivets, excepting those for lateral and 

sway bracing, shall be enlarged by reaming after erec¬ 

tion, unless they have been drilled to an Iron template or 

temporarily assembled and reamed in the shops. 

All abutting surfaces of compression members, except 

flanges or girders, when the Joints are fully spliced, must 

be planed or turned to even bearings so that they shall 

be in as perfect contact throughout as can be obtained 

by such means; and all such finished surfaces must be 

protected by a thick coating of white lead and ta! .■» 

before being shipped from the shop. 
The ends of all web plates that abut against other »eb 

plates must be faced true and square or to exact be-el, 

and the end stiffeners must be placed perfectly flush » th 

these planed ends, so as to afford a proper bearing for the 

ends of the attaching girders. Web plates must not pro¬ 

ject beyond the flange angles or b4 more than %-in. tack 

from the facet of same. 



the remeiniog portions of the streets only such materials 

shall be placed In the streets during the day as may be 

permitted by the engineer. 

Dudley St. Terminal.—.\s already stated, tin, 

two terminal stations at lloxbury and t-harles- 

town will also be tr.insfer stations, between thi* 

surface and elevated lines. Kigs. S and 'J show 

the plan of the Dudley St. terminal, at lloxbury. 

The elevated line comltiK south on Wa-shlngton 

St., turns to the left on Du lley St. and loops bai k 

on Itself, passing: through the terminal station on 

the route, as shown by the general plan. Fig. 8. 

Surface cars coming from a generally southern di¬ 

rection east and west on Dudley St., ascend to the 

elevated railway level by Inclines terminating in 

east and west loops. Another set of surface cars 

pass under the elevated platform at right angles 

to its length, where they load and unload at a sur¬ 

face platform. Fig. 11 shows the relative locations 

of the elevated and surface platforms, and the 

means of communication between the two levels. 

One ticket office and the surface car waiting-room 

tire on the surface level, hut the elevated railway 

waiting-rooms and the other ticket office are at 

the upper platform level. Figs, lo and 11 show 

a side and end elevation i>t the station, w hl<;h also 

help to explain the construction and method of 

transferring passengers, and show the genetal 

architectural appearance of the station. 

Track Construction.—The type of track con¬ 

struction has not been finally decided upon, btii 

the construction which Is now planned is shown 

by Fig. 12. This drawing needs no explanation 

except to state that every fourth tie which ex¬ 

tends outside of the girders to carry the sidewalk 

Is 7 X 8 X 12 ins.. Instead of 7 x 8 x 8 Ins., as are 

the regular track ties. The Uailroad Commi.-ision- 

ers require the ties to he notched over the gird¬ 

ers. The ties, walk and general timbers are to 

he of long-leaf Southern pine, and the rail Joints 

of the “Continuous,” or “Weber,” pattern; the 

track rails are to weigh S') lbs., and the contact 

rails 7)0 lbs. per yard, both of the American So¬ 

ciety of Civil Engineers recommended sections, 

and the bolts, spikes and tie-plates are to be of 

steel. 

adjoining apans. As rapidly as possible after the erection 

the work shall be riveted. Before riveting the longitudinal 

girders to the transverse, and the transverse girders to 

the poets, the litting-up bolts shall be sufficiently slacked 

up to make sure that the supported members rest on the 

shop-riveted seats provided for them. 

The company shall have the right to attach Its trolley, 

and feed wires, as well as telegraph, telephone, electric 

light or other wires, to any part of the structure during 
construction, and the contractor must so conduct his 

work that the trolley wires may be attached to each trans¬ 

verse girder as the traveller passes over It, and so tha* 

the surface car line can be opened at 5 o’clock in the 

morning. The riveting of the structure may be performed 

during the day. The company will not be responsible for 

any accidents caused by the trolley, feed or other wires. 

The lower ends of posts must be planed off square and 

true, so that they may bear properly against the base 

platM or pedesUls. The base plates must also be true 

and absolutely perpendicular to the axes of posts The 

upper ends of posts, where cross girders rest upon them, 

shall be machine-faced perpendicular to their axes. 

.Ml stiffeners on plate girders are to have their ends 
milled to nt the horlxonUl legs of the flange angles. Any 

stiffeners which after being riveted are not In conUct 

at these points, must be cut out and replaced. 
When members are connected by bolts which transmit 

shearing stresses, as may be the case at points where It Is 

impossible to drive rivets, the holes must be reamed par¬ 

allel and the bolts must be turned to a driving fit. After 

Fig. 2.—Column Foundation for Boston Elevated 
Railway, Uncovered, to Show Masonry. 

Fig. 3.—Column Foundation, Boston Elevated Rail¬ 
way, Showing Shoe and Holding-Down Bolts in 
Place. 

the nut has been tightly screwed on, the thread will be 

cut across with a chisel to prevent loosening. The dimen¬ 

sions of all square and hexagonal nuts shall be such as to 

develop the full strength of the body of the bolt or ad¬ 

justable member. Washers and nuts must have uniform 
bearings. 

Painting.—Before assembling the component parts of 

any member, all faces coming in contact, or Inaccessi¬ 

ble to paint after being riveted up, shall receive a good 

coat of paint. Before the structure is erected, all sur¬ 

faces which will come In contact at erection, or which 

will be inaccessible (fter erection, shall receive two coats 

of paint. One of these coats may be applied before the 

metal leaves the shops; the other, however, must be ap¬ 

plied in the field Immediately before erection. After the 

shop work is co'mpleted, and before leaving the shop, all 

metal work shall be thoroughly cleansed of all scales, rust, 

etc., preparatory to being painted, and as soon as pos¬ 

sible after any portion of the structure is erected and 

completed, the contractor shall thoroughly cleanse the 

metal work of all accumulations of dirt, cinders, grease 

or other objectionable materials that may be found 

thereon, and In every way prepare the structure for final 

painting. 

Erection.—The contractor shall furnish all staging, 

false work, traveleis, derricks, tackle and 'ools necessary 

for fulfilling his duties under this contract, all of which 

shall be of modern design and such as will facilitate the 

rapid erection of the structure. They shall be constructed 

of sound materials and shall at all times be subject to the 

approval of the engineer. The contractor shall erect, ad¬ 

just and rivet the structure and cleanse all metal work 
ready for painting. 

Nearly all of the metal work Is to be erected over the 

lines of surface cars run by electricity by the overhead 

trolley system. The contractor must so arrange his work 

as not to interfere with the running of the surface cars, 

and where surface cars are In operation ho will be re¬ 

quired to do the raising or hoisting of all material In the 

night time between the hours of 12 o’clock midnight and 5 

o’clock in the morning, and during those hours the trolley 

wires will be removed by the company lor such a distance 

on the street as the contractor may require, provided, 

however, that at the Intersection of streets and other 

places where the wiring Is of a special character, the 

company Instead of removing the wires altogether will 

cause them to be cut dead between said hours, and ad¬ 

justed so as to occasion the contractor as little Incon¬ 

venience as possible. As soon as the parts are raised 

they shall be temporarily connected together with bolts, 

a sufficient number as the engineer may determine being 

used to safely carry all the dead weight of all parts of ths 

^tructurs which may come on them, together with the 

derricks, rigging and hoisting machinery which the con¬ 
tractor may wish to use on top, for the erectloa of the 

to men or materials upon or about the work in connection 

with the performance hy the contractor of his work 

hereunder, and the contractor agrees to hold the company 

J9'7i'CloCafU. ■ComRH'riWt}' Cmrr PI.I4\iieib‘ 
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FIG. 4.—DETAILS OF COLUMN AND PLATE CROSS-GIRDER. 

For the information from which this description 

has been prepared we are Indebted to Mr. George 

A. Kimball, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Chief Engineer, 

and Mr. J. C. Ostrup, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Designing 

Engineer, Boston Elevated Ily., Elevated Dines. 

Mr. J. A. 1*. Waddell, M. Am. Soc. C. E., is the 

Consulting Engineer. 
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EXPERIMENTS ON VARIOUS FORMS OF FIRE 

HYDRANTS. 

An extensive series of experiments with various 

types of fire hydrants was made in 1807-8 for the 

water department of the city of Holyoke, Mass 

by Mr. Chas. L. Newcomb, M. Am. Soc. M. *E., of 

Holyoke. The results of these tests have been 

embodied in a lengthy paper by Mr. Newcomb, 

read at the meeting of the American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers, at Washington, D. C., this 

week. The following is an abstract of some of 

the most important results presented. Part of 

the tests were under the direct charge of Mr. Ezra 

ClArk, of Springfield, and tbe lialance were ia 

I lepifisiixi'ii' 
ShM\8e,JixJixi- 

l4e,eUxi’ 
iHonarkil) 

harmlcM and indemnified from any claims In respect to 

such accidents. 

On that portion of the line occupying narrow streets, or 

where the posts are set on or near the curb lines, no ma¬ 

terials will be allowed on the surface of the streets ex¬ 

cept during the night, that is, between 7 p. m. and 5 

a. n.. without spsclal psnnlsslou from ths eoglaser. Ou 

r 
;■ I 
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The followlas programme waa adopted tor all the trie* 
tion-loaa testa: 

Approx. Approx. 
SUe ot meter pressure at callons per 

Condition. Dossle, ins. nossle, lbs. min.flowing. 
One-hose outlets_ 06 130 

charge of Mr. A. L. Kendall, of the Factory Mu¬ 
tual Fire Insurance Co. Mr. John R Freeman. 
M. Am. Soc. C. E., made valuable suggestions re¬ 
garding the work. 

Mr. Newcomb states that so far as he can learn 
no other fire hydrant tests of importance have 
been made, or published, except a few in 1886, by 
Prof. Selim H. Peabody, of the Unlvemlty of II- 

mlnimum total loss was 0.59 lbs., and the :iiazi. 
mum total loss was 2.40 lbs. With one str -n at 
500 gallons, the range waa from 1.72 to ibg 
The friction losses for two streams, flowing; .t thp 
rate of 500 gallons per min., are shown ‘ ii, 
diagram reproduced herewith. Pig. 2, which ; one 
of four so-called pyramid diagrams used t pr^. 
sent the friction losses graphically. It will ' pp. 
ticed that the friction is divided into ban and 
nossle losses, the latter here meaning h.drant 
nossles. 

A 4-ln. barrel is too small for a two-wa. hy- 
drant. The differences in barrel losses f... hy- 
drants, having about the same dimensions 

must be mccounted tor Isrgeiy by differences In tiip d. iin 
ot the gate and the water passages in the im- .'diau 
vicinity. Sharp comers, restricted sections, and jdden 
changes in the area of the passages ail tend to rr'>due« 
eddylngs. which use up pressure. 

The high nozzle losses are attributed to ‘sharp 
jagged comers at the outlets,*’ and the low one.s 
to rounded and smooth outlets. 

Regarding the total losses in the hydrant, the 
following observations may be quoted: 

It is desirable that the waste of pressure through a by- 
drant should be as small as it is practicable to make It 
In high-pressure systems the losses found tor the average 
hydrants are perhaps tolerable, but In lower-pressure syg. 
terns—and many systems having a nominally high pres¬ 
sure become low under heavy draughts—every avoidable 
loss is objectionable. In the hydrants without independent 
gates, a simple rounding of the comers of the core at 
the outlet will make a material improvement in the not- 
zle losses. Reduction ot loss tor Independent gate hy¬ 
drants Is more difficult, but some Improvement is prob¬ 
ably possible without serious trouble. The fact that some 
makers have found out bow to reduce the barrel lo.sses 
so called, to comparatively small amounts is good work¬ 
ing ground for improvements In those hydrants now hav¬ 
ing rather large losses. 

It Is not to be understood that this friction loss is the 
criterion for a perfect hydrant. Certainty of action under 

Two-hose outlets 

Ih/bbir One^. 

- 2V4 17 850 
In all cases after the water was started ample time was 

allowed before the readings were commenced to make sure 
the water had come to a steady condition of flow. 

Before or after each series of testa the lero readings 
of the mercury column waa obtained by filling the gage 
connections with water and holding the end level with the 
center of the nossle and then reading the gage. 

At the end of a series of testa the averages were quickly 
computed and checked, and the gross loss in pounds, and 
the gallons per minute discharged for each condition, were 
plotted on cross-section paper and a curve drawn through 
the points. This gave a constant check on the work 
and quickly showed up any error. The occasional prompt 
finding of a discrepancy tended strongly to impress the 
observers with the need of care In taking readings and 
handling the apparatus. For this reason and for the 
greater ease with which any trouble is located and rem¬ 
edied, and for the chance of studying the results and in¬ 
vestigating at once while the apparatus is in place any 
special feature, this method of carrying the computations 
alongwith the work is believed to be of the greatest benefit 
to the experimenter. The chance of false readings was 
carefully guarded against by liberal blowing off of all 
connections before each test. For a number of hydrants 
scries of tests were repeated to try the accuracy of the 
work, and it was almost invariably found that the two 
scries agreed well within practical limits. 

The question was raised as to whether the velocity of 
water trough the 2Vi-in. hydrant butt might not cause 
such a contraction ot the stream as to affect the readings 
ot the U-tube. Two series of tests were therefore made on 
one hydrant, one with the 2H-in. piezometer next to the 
hydrant outlet, which was the usual arrangement, and 
the other with a piece of 2%-ln. pipe about 2 ft. long 
between the hydrant and the piezometer. A special test 
for the friction loss in this 2H-ln. pipe was then made. 
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Fig. 1.—Arrangement of Apparatus for Testing Hy¬ 
drants at Holyoke. Mass. 

liiiois, and ubservations on the nozzle or butt dis- 
ebarge of one hydrant, by Mr. Freeman. 

The object of Mr. Newcomb’s tests was to make 
a complete investigation of the fire hydrants in 
most common use, the work being classified as 
follows: (1) Friction lo-sses caused by the hy¬ 
drants. (2) The discharging capacities of open 
hydrant nozzles under different pressures. (S) 
Water hammer due to quickly closing the main 
gate. (4) General features of construction, cer¬ 
tainty of action, strength and durability. A total 
of 22 hydrants were tested, there being from 1 to 
7 different hydrants from nine manufacturers, 
principally to include variations in size and num¬ 
ber of outlets, or to Include both gate and com¬ 
pression valves. Each hydrant tested Is de¬ 
scribed in detail in the paper. 

The arrangement of the testing apparatus is 
pretty fully shown by Fig. 1. The methods of 
conducting the tests for friction losses is thus de¬ 

scribed by Mr. Newcomb; 

In all the tests observent were placed at the different 
gages and took readings simultaneously at the sound of 
a bell, a warning bell being struck live seconds before 
the Ume for reading. The majority of the tests were of 
ten minutes’ duration, and readings were taken each 
minute. A few of the tests were of five minutes' dura¬ 
tion, and in these half-minute readings were taken. 

awTsI Sossls Total 

TWO HOSE OUTLETS, 500 GALS. PER MINUTE. 
Barrel loaa ibowB v:'v.'. Jt'jri Moaale loat fhowa f " 1 

FIG. 2.—FRICTION LOSSES IN HYDRANT TESTS AT HOLYOKE, MASS. 

all conditions is of the greatest importance, but. other 
things being equal, the hydrant having the smallegt total 
friction loss when working at its full capacity is the best. 

While we agree heartily with the author, in the 
main, we must again say that we think the differ 
ences between the several hydrants is remarkably 
small. But there is every reason why the loss 
should be reduced to a minimum, especially if it 
is principally a matter of designing and flnIshinK 
the curved portions of the waterways. 

and, correcting for this loss, the results were found to be 
practically the same in the one case as the other, show¬ 
ing that the piezometer screwed directly to the hydrant 
could be relied upon for accurate results. 

The most notable thing brought out by the 
whole investigation, to our mind, is the small 
range of friction losses in the various makbs of 
hydrants under conditions similar to those of 
actual service. For instance, with one stream 
flowing at the rate of liOO gallons per min., the 

Characteristics of Hydrants and Testa for Strength. 
,-Hydrostatic test of- 

-Main valve.-, ,- Hydrant barrel.- 
Pressure, 

lbs. Result. 
duo Drip leaked very little. 
160 Caps leaked. 

Inside Time ,- 
Weight, volume, to drain. Pressure, 

lbs. cu. fL mlns.secs. 
. 290 0.69 2 30 
. 435 1.39 7 30 
. 425 1.44 7 16 
. 734 2.29 6 11 
. 677 1.63 7 01 
. 680 2.24 .. .. 
. 467 1.69 .. .. 
. 60ii 1.44 7 30 
. 418 1.65 2 20 
. 560 2.24 3 40 
. 531 1.22 2 05 
. 356 1.02 .. .. 
. 500 2.16 9 00 
. 669 1.20 4 30 
. M8 0.77 .. .. 
. 680 2.24 .. .. 
. 31 06 
. 497 1.87 3 40 
. 750 1.42 6 oO 
. 757 1.50 .. .. 

ResuK of test of valve stenis. Name of hydrant. 
lbs. Result 
180 Valve tight .. 
180 Pressure dropped in ^ min. 

Stems twisted off. 
Stem twisted out of shape. Beaumont 

Chapman 
S-way . 

,4-way . 
Coffin ( Gate. 

(Compression . 
Corey 14-ln. 

16-ln. 
Glamorgan. 4-ln. 

'Gate, 4-ln. 
Gate, e^-.n. 
Compression No. 1. 
Compression No. 2. 
Gate, 4-way . 

.Gate, 6-way . 
Ludlow. 
Mathews 16-in. 

i4-way . 
Pratt A Cady. 

Not Injured. 
Stem strained, but not broken 

Not Injured. 
Top of stem broken off. 

Stem twisted off. 
Bottom of hydrant pushed cot 

240 Caps leaked. 
280 
200 
uOO ” 
280 

300 Caps leaked. 
220 

Pressure dropped in 1 min., M lbs. 
180 " " ’• 1 ” 75 “ 
180 " ” ”1 " 80 “ 
180 Pressure dropped in 40 secs., 80 lbs 
180 Valve tight. 

Pressure dropp^ in 1 min., ^ lbs. 
180 " “ “I “ 80 ” Holyoke 

Stem twisted out of shape. 
Top of ^em broken off. 

Tolra,b<>ttom of hydrant bmk 

2^ Caps leaked. 
280 Flange at bottom leaked. 

220 Caps leaked. . 

180 . 
180 Pressure dropped in 60 secs., 80 lbs. 

70 Valve leaked badly.. 



mmm 

the main falls, Is shown, while on the right is the 
mill pond. 

It will be remembered that the w'lnter Just 
passed was one of unusual severity In this local¬ 
ity, both as regards the exceedingly low tempera¬ 
ture, and the continued duration thereof; as a re¬ 
sult, the ice formed in the river to an unprece¬ 
dented thickness. To afford an idea of the inten¬ 
sity of the cold, it may here be remarked that 
when a diver made an examination of the dam in 
February, 1899, he found that ice had formtd upon 
the upstream face from 11) to l‘J ft. below the sur- 

t drips the drips got out of order and face, and that at this depth it was from 10 to 1 
close when the main valve was open. ins. thick! The only way this ice could have 

- .. “■ _ £1:30 _, ^Ice Surfau_• ' > ■' 

into its original position, and on April 24 it had 
returned more than half way. No percolation of 
water, entering through or under the dam, had at 
any time been visible. 

Meantime, at intervals of about 25 ft., 4-ln. holes 
were drilled vertically through the dam and ex¬ 
tended 4 ft. into the solid ledge beneath. Into these 
holes, steel rods, 3 ins. in diameter, were inserted, 
and grouted In with Portland cement. 

The dam had safely withstood 2 ft. of water 
running over Its crest during the spring freshet in 
1897, and as no leakage could be found, coming 

~ through or under it, since the movement In Febru¬ 
ary, It was considered safe, pending improvements 
In the line of buttresses, as soon as the spring 
freshets had passed. April 29, the water rose to 
w'ithin 1 in. of the crest of the dam with no leak¬ 
age or sign of failure. On Sunday, April 30, at 
7.30 a. m., the water was running over the crest 2 
Ins. deep, when suddenly, without the slightest 
warning, a stretch of 170 ft. failed by sliding. The 
plan of this break is shown by Fig. 3, and a photo¬ 
graphic reproduction in Fig. 4. There were two 
eyewitnesses to this sliding, and their testimony 
is corroborated by the fact that a section of the 
dam, marked "A," 30 ft. long, and weighing ap¬ 
proximately 400 tons, revolved about the point 
"B,” where the stone dam joined a concrete pier, 
as an entire and almost unbroken mass. The cor- 

formed was by the cold penetrating the dam It- ner, “C,” of this section, moved about 5 ft. from 
self, since it could not freeze to this depth from Os original position. 
surface exposure. The contour of this lee along It is thought that the extreme pressure of the Ice 
the upstream face of the dam is shown in Fig. 1. opened up a Joint In the dam, extending almost to 

On Sundays, when there is no draft hy the flour the face, but not allowing water to flow through, 
mills, the water rises In the mill pond to about T'he water entering this Joint created an upward 
Kl. 94.0; while It Is drawn, at Intervals, down to pressure which probably caused the failure at th.- 
HI. 92.0 during the remainder of the week. The oO-ft. spillway, which, while planked up. was 4 ft. 
surface of the ice In the former case is shown in lower than the crest of the dam. It will be Impos- 
Fig. 1, by the full line, and in the latter case by sible to examine the break closely until a coffer 
the broken line. The effect of this alternate rUing dam is built. 
and falling during the past five years has been to The estimated cost of repairs Is S.S.'l.ttOti, includ- 
crack and raise the ice in the middle of the pond, ing the cost of the 900-ft. cofferdant, designed to 
and not to exert any dangerous pressure at the retain an 18-ft. head of water. Until the coffer- 
side against the dam. During the early part of dam Is completed the mills will only be able to run 
February. 18!)9, the ice formed to a thickness of on half water power, 
about 4 ft., during the time when the surface was 
drawn down to about El. 92.0; when it raised on 
Sunday to El. 94.0; it did not crack and rise, as 
usual, in the middle of the pond, but, expanding 
laterally, it moved the dam so that the coping, 
which was originally level, was 3 ins. low on the 
downstream side of the dam. 

er than the compression type. Regarding the 
lim urged by some that firemen desire to obtain 
e full hydrant pressure as speedily as possible, 

is urged 
t In the long run It will be very much better to Insure 
safety of water mains by avoiding heavy water-ham- 

r Hffects than to gain a few seconds of time at the risk 
rippling the dlstrlbuUng system, very likely at the 

iial point of a fire. 

'he results of the tests for strength are given 
the accompanying table. In two hydrants wlth- 

.t positive 
ed to t- 

i/erabo)^ M 
MamFaHi •§ 

lu,IO'lvlZ 
tfikk. 

'Umtslone 
Baching 

Limettont 
LNt» Nev^S. 

FIG. 1,—CROSS-SECTION OF DAM AND MILL POND OF THE MINNEAPOLIS MILL CO, 

The hydrostatic tests were designed to show how 
th- hydrant would act under abnormal pressures. 
The greater part of the discussion of the results 
shown in the table is given in the following quo¬ 

tation: 

A broken or twisted valve stem is not an uncommon 
result of the excitement of a large fire. Sometimes a 
byiirant sticks, or a mistake is made in the direction to 
turn for opening or closing. Often, in such cases, if one 
ninn cannot start the hydrant, two or more men take 
hold. In this connection It is somewhat surprising that 
eo far as known no one has yet made a hydrant which is 
not liable to serious damage if a forcible attempt is made 
to turn It In the wrong direction, either opening or clos¬ 
ing. something accomplishing what the ratchet on a 
stem-winding watch accomplishes seems possible and 
greatly preferable to the simple limit of breaking 
strength. Such a device might also give the fireman 
immediate evidence that he was wrong, thus saving 
time. A hydrant cannot be expected to stand unlimited 
abuse, but to get some idea of the ability of the hydrants 
to withstand such usage the following tests were made; Tw> 
ordinary men were instructed to open each hydrant, using 
the regular hydrant wrench, which is 17 Ins. long, exerting 
their maximum strength In an effort to open the hydrant 
beyond its natural limit. If no Injury resulted they 
closed the hydrant, exerting again their maximum 
stren^h after the hydrant was completely shut. These 
tests, therefore, took the strength of two ordinary men 
using a wrench of definite length as the measure of the 
force applied. It is not exact in any way, but gives some 
results which, in a practical way, are somewhat useful. 
In most instances some Injury was done to the hydrant, 
the stem generally being the point to give way, though 
in one case the bottom ^ a hydrant was actually pushed 
out by attempting to open it beyond its natural limit. 
(The results of these tests are given in the last column 
of the table.—Ed.) 

Time did not give a chance for any complete tests on 
the durability of the working parts of the hydrant, but 
starting with the assumption that a hydrant might be 
opened on an average ten times a year, and should be 
good for a service of twenty years, each hydrant was 
opened and closed 200 times. No special derangement 
of wear resulted, except in two cases, in which the stuff¬ 
ing-box nut on top of the hydrants showed a tendency 
to work loose. 

In a number of the hydrants the design has been made 
with the idea of facilitating repairs. In some cases this 
resulted in considerable restriction to the waterways. It 
is believed that in most cases, by keeping the desira¬ 
bility of free waterways in mind, ability to make quick 
repairs can be combined with smooth, free waterways. 
In this connection the friction-loss tests \1II be of value 
in showing what can be done and what should be avoided. 

NOTES FROM THE ENQINEERINO SCHOOLS. 

Cornell ITniverslty.—An Interesting pamphlet en¬ 
titled “Summer Vacation Work in Railway and 
Bocomotive Shi>ps, as a Supplement to and Prep¬ 
aration for Courses in the School of Railway Me- 

FAILURE OF DAM AT MINNEAPOLIS DUE TO PREVIOUS 

WEAKENING THROUGH ICE PRESSURE. 

By James W. Rickey.* 

A .striking example of the effect of ice pressure, 
reusing the failure of a masonry dam by sliding, 
was afforded in the case of the destruction of a 
portion of the main dam belonging to the Minne¬ 
apolis Mill Co., which controls the falls of the 
Mississippi River at Minneapolis. Minn. 

Fig. 1 shows a cross section of the mill pond, 
dam and river basin. 

The sectional dimensions of the dam, which is 
olLo ft. long, are shown. It was built during the 
winter of 1893-4, of first-class ashlar masonry, 
with Kettle River sandstone facing and Trenton 
limestone backing, all very large stones, laid in 
Louisville cement mortar, 1 part cement to 2 of 
••■and. 

On the left of the dam, the river basin Just above 

FIG. 2.—TRENCH CUT IN ICE ALONG FACE OF DAM. 

Subsequent observations showed that the dam 
had not- slid, but had revolved as an unbroken 
mass, about, or near, the toe; the top having 
moved downstream from 10 to 12 ins., the bottom 
remaining fixed. A trench was immediately cut in 
the ice along the upstream face of the dam for 
its entire length, and it was maintained during 
the remainder of the winter. This trench is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

A series of observations showed that, as spring 
advanced, the dam was gradually settling back 

chanical Engineering,** has been Issued by the 
University. The pamphlet was written by Mr. H. 
Wade Hibbard, Principal of the school, and ex¬ 
plains the advantages of this class of summer 
work. Arrangements have been made with cer¬ 
tain locomotive builders and railway superintend¬ 
ents of motive power to Uke students of Sibley 
College into their shops during the long vacation, 
and pay them fair wages, everything considered. 
The pamphlet forms interesting reading, and can 
be obtained by addressing the college. 

'Asbi-tant Engineer, llinneapolis Mill Co., Minneapolis, 

■K 



Another pamphlet entitled “Cornell and Ithaca 

Views” aflords some Idea of the beautiful scenery 

surrounding the University. 

University of Minnesota.—The Engineering Col¬ 

lege now provides for a five years’ course In the 

engineering departments. This course is one In 

which an en;^lneerlng student may obtain more 

English and general lullure studies, together with 

connected to an 8-kllowatt, 12S-ToIt. sU-pols Crocker- 

Wheeler dynamo. This set Is Installed lengthwise, well 

forward In the truck and under the driver's seat, pro¬ 

jecting slightly above the floor of the wagon box. The 

dynamo is attached to one end of the engine-shaft, and 

a small flywheel is at the other end of the shaft. The 

engine and dynamo make 500 revolutions per minute; the 

cylinders are upright, and electric ignition Is used, ac¬ 

tuated by a current from the storage cells. Two 4-pole 

a consequence it was formerly necessary to u 
land seml-bitumlnous coal. The installation 
costing less than fOOO. brought about an annu 
no less than $6,500 In the fuel bill. The fan 
with a direct-attached engine, the speed of wh 
lated by a device of the Chief Engineer Mr 
Hurke, whereby a scarcely perceptible ehanir 
pressure immediately alters the speed of the fa 
sequently the intensity of the draft, and Insfa 
the pressure back to normal. As a result the • 
sure remains almost absolutely constant. T|, 
record covers a period of 52 weeks: 

Number of hours run. 
Average I. HP.!!.'!” 
Cost of mixed coal ner ton..'.!!!! 
Cost of coal per I. HP. per year. 

Composition Burned, 
Coal. of mixture. lbs 

Buckwheat . 78% 6.074 400 
Anthracite . 1.5% 1,173 gofj 
Cumberland. 7% .565.906 

C'liBbn- 
>*>» fan, 
»Vlng gf 
KOVUgJ 
IS regn. 

Thus, p, 
f stesB 

"nd COB. 

brisx. 
nin pret. 
following 

MILL POND 

tndafBmik 
EI95_0^ 

Total Orstof MmApnn, 

£1918 
KIveR ABW£ MAIN FAUS (V.SZ.S) 

FIG. 3.—PLAN OF DAM AND BREAK, 

more Bclence, than In now presented in any of the 

regular four-year engineering courses. At the end* 

of four years the student taking this course ob¬ 

tains the degree B. S. in Engineering, and if he 

should complete the fifth year the full engineering 

degree, M. E., C. E. or E. E. will be granted. 

This course does not In any way Interfere with 

the i>resent engineering courses, which will be ad¬ 

ministered as heretofore, leading to the full en¬ 

gineering degree at the end of the fourth year. 

The new plan simply allows a distribution of the 

work over a more extended period, thus offering 

opp >rtunity for additional literary and scientific 

study. 

Princeton University.—The civil engineers of the 

junior class will make a survey of the Manasquan 

Ulver, near Point Pleasant, N. J. The survey 

party will leave on June ir». Immediately after 

commencement. Prof. W. B. Harris has charge of 

the arrangements, and will direct the party. 

University of Illinois.—The senior class In me- 

chancal engineering made an Inspection trip to 

Chicago on April 24, remaining until May 3. The 

time was spent !n visiting various large plants In 

Chicago and vicinity, and tests were made of the 

machinery at the 12th St. Station of the Chicago 

Edison Co. 

Columbia University.—Circulars have Just been 

issued by the School of Architecture, giving the 

conditions for the fifth McKlm Fellowship com¬ 

petition. It is the Intention to award two single 

fellowships of ?I,(KH) each, instead of one of J‘2.l100. 

As usual the winners will be required to spend at 

least one year In travel and study in Europe. The 

subject for this year's competition, which began on 

April 1, was the design of a school and museum of 

an-h I lecture. 

Ituring the absence of Prof. Crocker, head of the 

l>epartment of Electrical Engineering, who Is trav¬ 

eling In Europe, Prof. W. A. Anthony is delivering 

the senior lectures on electric power, electro¬ 

chemistry, and the management of electrical 

plants. The members of the senior class In elec¬ 

trical engineering, under the direction of Messrs. 

W. H. Freedman and G. F. Sever, visited the works 

of the General Electric Co., at Schenectady, N. Y., 

on Feb. 9 and 10. The following day the hydraulic- 

electric power plant at Mechanlcsvllle, N. Y., was 

Inspected. 

' Johns Hopkins University.—At the meeting of 

the Board of Trustees, held on May 1, authority 

was given for the reorganisation of the Depart¬ 

ment of Physics. It Is the intention of the direc¬ 

tors of the laboratory to buy new apparatus, en¬ 

gage new Instructors and invite distinguished lec¬ 

turers from a distance. 

motors, claimed to be 7% HP. each, are suspended partly mining In the Darien,” Republic of Coloi 

on the rear axle and partly on the wagon-body; these two sented to the American Institute of M 

motors, one to each, drive the rear wheels through Mr. Ernest R. Woakes. of Panama, hag sc 

double-reduction gearing. The storage-battery, which head. He says that the country Is coi 

consists of 55 Willard cells of 120-ampere-hours capacity with forests; but not .50% of the trees ai 

each, is placed In a box under the wagon and behind the and about 2.'»% are not even good for Are 

engine. The water tank for the gasoline engine Is under timber is felled in the waning moon, say 

the engine, and a small pump connected with the engine will commence to rot almost as soon a: 

circulates and cools this water by passing It through the ably, to the rapid fermentation and dect 

tank and a considerable length of brass piping running sap, which is supposed to be present in t1 

around the outside of the side boards. The gasoline tank est quantity during the waxing moon, 

holds 15 gallons, and Is under the driver’s seat. There that he expects engineers to laugh at 

Is one band brake for each motor-shaft, operated by the warns the scotTers that experience Is abu 

foot. The steering wheel la mounted on a shaft fitted of the theory; and lumbermen from th( 

with a pinion engaging in a rack controlling the front who came there to get out timber for 

wheels. The controller is like that used on an electric and refused to obey the native warning, 

car, and is arranged for speed of 3, 6 and 8 miles per all their sawn timber rotted before the 

hour, forward or back. The controller, dynamo and use It. 

batteries are connected In multiple, so that the dynamo 

Is driven with a nearly constant load; when the service 

Is light the current goes into the storage batteries, and 

when the demand occurs the battery adds Its power to 

the dynamo. No exact statement of test and actual oper¬ 

ating cost are available; but it is said that the consump¬ 

tion of gasoline Is about IH gallons per hour. The effect 

of the concentrated load of the 5 or 6 tons on a narrow 

wheel base, as effecting street paving, Is one of the 

serious questions yet to be answered. 

THE FORESTS OF CANADA, says U. S. Consul-Oen- 

erel BIttInger, of Montreal, cover a total area of 3 .115,647 

square miles, of which 1,248,798..59 miles may bo classed u 

woodland, with 37.6% of wood. In this table of ares of 

woodland 696,952 square miles are credited to the North¬ 

west Territories and 285,554 square miles to British Co¬ 

lumbia. Ontario and Quebec Provinces have 102,118 and 

116.621 square miles, respectively. The quantity of pine is 

estimated as follows: Ontario, 19,404,000,000 ft. B. M.; 

Quebec 15,734,000,000 ft. B. M., and the other provinces 

THE ECONOMY OF MECHANICAL DRAFT in one in- 2.200,000,000 ft. B. M., or a total of 37.a'!8,WX).noo ft, b 

stance is pointed out in a letter from the B. F. Sturtevant M. The annual cut. at a low estimate. Is about 1,000,- 

Co., of Boston, Mass., which describes the results said to 000,000 ft. B. M. British Columbia is said to possess the 

have been obtained from its installation In the boiler plant largest compact timber resources in the world; the eiu- 

170-FT. BREAK IN DAM; ALSO 30-FT. LENGTH MARKED A, IN FIG. 3, 
AT LEFT OF OPENINa 

THE PATTON AUTOMOBILE TRUCK, now being ex¬ 

perimented with in Chicago, was invented by W. H. Pat¬ 

ton, of that city. It is a combination of gas, or gasoline 

engine, electric generator, electric motors and storage 

battery, carried on each transportation unit, of what¬ 

ever form. The truck now used Is built for heavy work. 

It is 12 ft. long, 5H ft. wide, and weighs, with ma¬ 

chinery, but without load, about 3Vi tons; It carries a 

load of two to three tons. The four wheels have Iron 

tires 4H ins. wide, wooden spokes and ball-bearings. It 

Is said that solid rubber tires are to be substituted. 

Power is obtained from a 3-cyllnder gasoline engine, 

ffisdo bjr U)« AseHcfto Motor Co., Uil$ U dlrtcU/ 

mate of the Douglass pine, cedar, spruce, AlasVs pine, 

etc., standing In the railway belt amounts to 25,0«'tV lOO.OOO 

ft B. M., worth $25,000,000. In 1897 Canada exp 'ted to 

the United States and to Great Britain manufactured for¬ 

est products to the value of $1,715,792, and the to'il man¬ 

ufactured ana unmanufactured Is put down at $”,■) 46.S2$. 

In a table of forest areas in various countries, ia acres 

Canada is credited with 799,230,720 acres, Russia with 

498,200,000, the United States with 460,000,0' , In^a, 

140,000,000 acres, and all oth^ wwtrlea are uaisr 50,' 

000,000 acrei. 

of the United States Cotton Co., at Central Falls, R. I. 

The letter says: 

The plant consists of three Babcock ft Wilcox 
boilers, each of 335 rated HP., making a total of 
1,005 rated HP. The engine is a cross-compound Harrls- 
Corliss, developing an averime of 1,543 I. HP. The 
remarkably low fuel cost of $1^80 per I. HP. per year In a 
plant without economlxers is primarily due to the em¬ 
ployment of a low-grade mixture, costing only $2.29 a ton, 
the burning of which has been rendered possible by the 
Introduction of mechanical draft. The draft of the chim¬ 
ney, which has been previously employed lacked the Inten- 
$lt7 necesskry to Ui« free combuation of Uilf fuel, and aa 
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